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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Paul
Patton, a wealthy eastern Kentucky
coal operator, planned today to discuss
his possible Democratic candidacy for
governor with supporters of 1st Ditrict
Congressman Carroll Hubbard.
Reliable sources said Tuesday that
the talks would include the possibility
that Hubbard would become Patton's
state campaign chairman if Hubbard
does not run.
Patton could not be reached for
comment. Hubbard, contacted by
telephone in Washington, said he could
not attend, but that he and Patton "are
very good friends."
State Sen. Richard Weisenberger, D-
Mayfield, said he planned to drive to
Madisonville to attend a meeting of
Hubbard supporters at a motel. He
indicated Hubbard had arranged the
gathering to float Patton as L potential
gubernatorial candidate.
Patton, about 40, is one of the richest
and most articulate coal operators in
the mountains. He is a University of
Kentucky graduate with a major in
engineering.
Hubbard has tried to keep himself in
the running as a possible candidate on
an anti-administration platform, also
leaving room for backing of any other
strong contender against Terry
McBrayer, an unannounced prospect
who has the endorsement of Gov. Julian
Carroll as successor in the Democratic
race.
Patton's name has cropped up in a
charge by Hubbard and State Auditor
George Atkins, another anti-Carroll
candidate, that state Democratic
headquarters under former chairman
Howard "Sonny" Hunt Jr. were
working secretly on McBrayer's behalf.
McBrayer and others whose names
appeared on alleged memoranda from
headquarters on those matters have
either denied the veracity of the copies
shown t newsmen or said they could
not rec 11 writing them.
Hubtrd said Tuesday that one of the
purpo ed memoranda, dated last April
19 and legedly from McBrayer "to his
politi 1 mentors, Julian Carroll and
Sonn Hunt," said that Patton "is very
frien y with Hubbard (and that) I hope
betw n the two of you something can
be
congressman said the purported
m morandum apparently stems from a
meeting of the National Independent
Coal Operators at Lexington last April,
over which Patton presided as board
chairman and at which Hubbard was
guest speaker.
He said the "warm conversation"
between he and Patton must have been
noticed by someone who tipped
McBrayer '`and the fact that McBrayer
was so upset has caused us to be even
closer friends."
Hubbard insisted during a telephone
interview that he "most definitely"
remains a prospective candidate for
governor in 1979.
"I strongly predict to you that the
next governor of Kentucky has not
entered the race yet," he said.
Reminded that McBrayer has not yet
announced formally, the congressman
responded that "the handpicked can-
didate of Carroll and Hunt will not be
elected."
Patton, a native of Louisa, is without
political experience. He is highly
regarded by coal operator colleagues
and in the past has offered some
proposals to resolve perennial
problems of the industry such as
overweight trucks and strip mining
abuses.
If Patton were taken seriously as a
, gubernatorial candidate, political
observers say, one of his advantages
, would be his eastern Kentucky origin.
McBrayer also is from the area, and
not since Bert Combs was elected in
1959 has a governor come from the
mountains
The western Kentucky meeting
apparently was arranged to give
Hubbard supporters a look at a man
they do not know.
Observers note that Patton also has
managed to keep in good grace with all
' factions of *the perpetually feuding
Democrats in Pike County.
Up to now the conventional political
wisdom has been that Hubbard, it he
stayed out of the governor's race, would
thrciw his support to Atkins.
The congressman declined comment
on why he apparently Is turning t.
,Patton instead of the state auditor.
Woman Killed In Accident Here
A Murray woman, Mary E. Everett, was fatally injured in a traffic accident on North Fourth Street shortly after noon
today. Mrs. Everett, owner and operator of the Murray Motel, was pronounced dead at the scene by Calloway
County deputy coroner Bill Markham. The collision involved the auto driven la) Mrs. Everett and a semi-tractor
driven by Larry S. Williams. 
Photo By Jennie B Gordon
Secretary Of State Cyrus Vance
In Mideast Lobbying For Pact
By ROBERT CULLEN
Associated Press Writer
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance flew
to the Middle East today to try to keep
Jordan and Saudi Arabia out of an Arab
front bent on derailing the Camp David
accords. He also hoped to ease Syria's
opposition to the agreements.
Vance was scheduled to meet with
four Arab leaders — King Hussein of
Jordan in Amman today, King Khaled
and Crown Prince Fahd of Saudi Arabia
in Riyadh on Thursday and Friday, and
• President Hafez Assad of Syria in
Damascus on Saturday.
Vance said he would explain to the
"key Arab governments not
represented at Camp David ... the
contents, purpose and philosophy of the
Hospital Board
Meets Thursday
An up-to-date progress report on the
building program at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital is on tab for a Thur-
sday evening meeting of the city-county
hospital board.
The 7:15 p.m. meeting is set in the
new conference room at the hospital
and is open to the public.
Also on the agenda is a status report
on tenants in the new medical arts
building; discussion of an alternate,
permanent method of financing the
medical arts building; and review of





The annual Miss Rangerette
Pageant, sponsored by the Tau Phi
Lambda Sorority of the Woodmen of the
World, has been scheduled for Sunday,
Oct. 15, at 2:30 p.m. at the Woodmen of
the World Building, Third and Maple
Streets, Murray.
a Marilyn Herndon, chairman for the
event, said all Rangerettes between the
ages of eight through 15 are eligible to
enter, except past recipient* of the
"Miss Rangerette" title. No entry fee is
required.
Mrs. Herndon said all contestants
will be judged on their poise. per-
sonality, natural charm, talent (at least
three minutes in length and no longer
than five minutes), and response to one
question. The attire will be semi-
formal(long or short Sunday dress).
The new "Miss Rangerette" will be
crowned by Gina Herndon, winner of
the 1977 pageant. Others named in the
1977 court were ronnie Sue Hays, first
runnerup, Lisa Cunningham, second
runnerup, and Tabitha Johnson, talent
winner.
The rehearsal for the pageant will be
held Saturday, Oct. 14, at 1:00 p.m. at
the Woodmen Building
Applications may be secured at the
Woodmen of the World office, or from
Mrs. Herndon, 1620 Kirkwood, Murray;
or eligible Rangerettes may complete
the application published in the Murray
Ledger 8i, Times. For information
persons may call Mrs Herndon at 753-
8072
understandings reached ... so they can
make their own decisions on how to
respond to the invitations to them
contained in the basic documents."
But the secretary's mission was set
back at the start by statements from
Jordan saying it would not be bound by
the agreements and from Saudi Arabia
saying they "could not be considered as
an acceptable final formula for peace."
Both Jordan and Saudi Arabia,
reiterated the primary Arab demand
for Israeli withdrawal from all
territory occupied in the 1967 war,
including East Jerusalem, which the
Camp David accords do not guarantee.
Both called for Palestinian self-
determination, and the Saudis also
demanded a Palestinian state and
recognition of the Palestine Liberation
Organization as the "sole legitimate
representative of the Palestinian
people."
Both also called for unification of
Arab policy. But while Jordan was
critical of Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat's dealings with Israel without
calling him by name, the Saudi
government said it did not challenge
the right of any Arab country to restore
its occupied lands "so long as it does not
run contrary to higher Arab interests."
Vance as he left Washington repeated
Presideilt Garter's request that the
moderate Arabs give the agreements
"careful and thoughtful study,"
making clear that he did not expect the
Jordanian and Saudi leaders to change
their positions immediately. And the
Jordanian statement promised -ex-
tensive contacts on Arab and in-
ternational levels in order to evaluate
the situation."
The Carter administration is coun-
ting on two factors to persuade the
Saudis to acquiesce privately to further
negotiations on the basis of Camp
David and Jordanian participation if
Hussein can be brought around..
One is the administration's
cultivation of the Saudis as exemplified
by the sale to it of F-15 fighter jets.
Another is the conservatism of the oil-
rich Saudi monarchy, which has no
sympathy for the socialist views of the
radical Arabs.
As far as Syria is concerned, the
administration will be satisfied if Assad
allows the process started at Camp
David to continue without actively
opposing it.
The Syrian president was to be host
today to a summit meeting in
Damascus of the militant foes of the
Camp David agreements and Saciat's
peace negotiations with Israel. This
Rejection Front is made up of Syria,
Libya, Algeria, South Yemen and the
PLO. Iraq, another radical militant,
stands on its own because it is feuding
with Syria.
The Damascus summit was certain to
produce a strong condemnation of the
Camp David accords, and Vance gave
himself extra time in Riyadh so the
meeting would be over before he got to
the Syrian capital.
Sadat leaves Washington today for
Morocco to confer with King Hassan
and then goes on to Cairo. Prime
Minister Menachem Begin was staying
in New York until Thursday before
returning to Israel to face criticism of
his agreement to remove the Jewish
settlements from the Sinai Desert if the
Knesset, Israel's parliament, approves.
Some of Begin's closest friends and
political associates in his own Herut







Persons requesting building permits
from the city of Murray, those who
want special reviews or applications
may be paying more for the service in
the future.
Murray Planning Commission
Tuesday night voted to revise a number
of fee structures currently existing on
city ordinances. Planning commission
members voted to send a revised or-
dinance relating to building permits
straight to Murray City Council for
their consideration. But, a public
hearing is required on another or-
dinance and existing subdivision
regulations revision which in the future
could mean new fees for special
meetings, subdivision plat reviews,
conditional use and dimensional
variance reviews and planned
development project reviews.
Planning commission members also
reviewed an amendment to a zoning
ordinance allowing for private outdoor
recreational facilities in the city. They




Calloway County Health Department
will have a special immunization clinic
for school age children, Saturday, Sept.
73 from 9:00 a.m. until 11:30 a.m.
Children under the age of 18 must be
accompanied by a parent or guardian.
Each parent is asked to bring an im-
munization record on the child.
today's index





Deaths & Funerals 14-A
Horoscope 5-A
Inside Report 4-A
Let's Stay Well 5-A






Mostly sunny hot and humid
today. Highs in the low and mid
90s. Becoming partly cloudy
tonight with a slight chance for
showers by morning. Lows from
the upper 60s to low 70s. A good
chance for showers and possible
thundershowers on Thursday
Highs in the mid and upper 80s.
and elected to continue the review at
upcoming sessions.
The revised building permits or-
dinance commission members passed
to Murray City Council Tuesday night
hikes permit fees on permits for
residential structures and industrial
buildings, commercial buildings,
recreational buildings, aurtment
buildings, school buildings, doYmitories
and churches. If city councilmen go
along with the amendment, a simple
permit for a one and two family
dwelling will increase from $10 to $20
for the first 1,000 square feet of floor
space. The minimum fee on larger non-
residential buildings will be up from $15
to $25.
Murray City Planner Steve Zea said
increased costs related to building
inspections and office expenses
required the increase. One commission
member, Howard Koenen, pointed
out,"This is not a revenue producing
thing.. .merely something to recover
costs."
Special Meeting
Commission members will hold a
public hear0g, during the November
regular session on amendments to the
city's zoning ordinance 491 and the
city's subdivision regulations. Under
the proposal adopted Tuesday night,
fees for special meetings for plat
review will go from $50 to 9100; sub-.
division plat reviews will increase from
$15 to $25; conditional use applications
and dimensional variance applications
will each increase from $10 to $25.
Planning commission members also
voted Tuesday night to hike a number
of "planned development project
review fees" in amounts ranging from
$10 to $25.
All the increases, commission
members pointed out, bring the fees in
line with current costs related to
holding the reviews or meetings.
In other Murray Planning Com-
mission action Tuesday night:
— Planning commission officials will
soon begin taking steps for another
Community Development application
for the city. Federal Housing and
Urban Development officials recently
turned down a city application for a
major housing rehabilitation project
centered in the Douglass community of
the city. Indications are the city will
again attempt to get funding for that
section of town.
— Commission members voted to
conduct a public hearing during the
October regular session dealing with a
"landlocked" piece of property on
Payne belonging to Edwin and Edna
Robinson. The couple asks that the
property be rezoned from a residential
(R-2) classification to a business
classification. And commission
members voted to hold another public
hearing during the same meeting. That
hearing will deal with a piece of
property belonging to the city located at
city sanitation headquarters, U.S. 641
North. The request asks for a rezoning
from R-4 to a B-2 classification.
With Cooler Weather On Way In State...
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — If you're
sweltering these days and think it's
never going to get cooler, cheer up. It
may get downright cold and sooner
than you imagine.
Weather officiaLs said Tuesday that
despite the unseasonal heat, it appears
that freezing temperatures could be
only 342 weeks away in some parts of
the state.
The Kentucky Crop and Livestock
Reporting Service released a chart
showing that the probability of the
thermometer dipping to 32 degrees or
lower is 50 percent at Beaver Dam by
Oct. 13.
By Oct. 21 the chances increase to 75
percent and by Oct. 27 to 90 percent.4
The Beaver Dam area, according to
the table, has the earliest chance of
freezing temperatures. But other areas
have a 50 percent chance of a freeze two
weeks later.
For example, the freeze possibilit;is
50 perCent at Lexington by Oct. 28 and
90 percent there by Nov. 12.
John P. Lee, meteorologist in charge
of the service, said all freeze data are
based on temperatures in a standard
U.S. National Weather Service ther-
mometer shelter approximately five
feet above ground 'and in a
representative exposure."
He said lower temperatures will exist
at times nearer the ground and in
places where air flows heavily.
Weather officials also said the 1978
growing season in Kentucky may prove
shorter than normal
David Smith, agricultural
meteorologist, said the last freeze in the
spring of this year was one to two weeks
later than normal in most of Kentucky.
"Add this to preliminary predictions
that this fall season- will be cooler than
normal," he said.
However, for the rest of this month,
with fall only days away, the outlook is
for temperatures a little above seasonal
See WEATHER,
Page 14-A, Column 7
•
. . Nature's Signs Point To Mild Winter
.By THOMAS S. WATSON
Associated Press Writer I
LOU1SVILIE, Ky. ( AP) — Nature's
signs are beginning to predict what
kind of winter is in the offing, and if you
believe them, you can leave your
longjohns in the mothballs.
Although the signs generally point to
a mild winter ahead, there are some
discrepancies concerning whether
there will be a lot of snow.
"I've hend three, people tell me
about finding hornets' nestslaw on the
ground, which indicates an open winter
With not much snow," folklore "dater
and naturalist Nevyle Shackelford of
Beattyville said. But I've got one of
those hornets' nests on the front porch
and its eight feet off the ground."
Goebel Culver, a weather watcher at
Culvertown, reports: "I broke a shuck
off my corn the other day and it ain't no
big, tight shuck. I say it's going to be a
mild winter, but of course that don't
make it so. But I'd rather guess my way
than predict a hundred inches of snow."
Culver was referring to a rumor that
has circulated throughout Kentucky
that someone had predicted 100 inch;
of snow would accumulate next winter.
The National Weather Service and
broadcast meteorologists deny any
knowledge of the alleged prediction.
The number and intensity of foggy
mornings ia August determine how
many snowfalls there will be in the
coming winter and the severity of the
storms, according to folklore. The
weather service says Kentucky had 14
foggy mornings in August but the in-
tensity of the fogs has not been deter-
mined.
"We're predicting it (winter) will not
be as severe as the last time," W. E.
Boebinger, editor of the Western
FarmeN—Afmanac said. Were not
going to have as cold a winter,"
Pete Gieger of American Farmer's
Almanac takes issue with Boebinger
and the signs that point to a mild
winter.
"We've decided that it's going to be
another rough winter," Gieget said. "I
would say as much snow as last winter,
but I don't think you'll have 100 inches,"
Gieger said, when told of the rumor:
Farmers say most woolly bear.
caterpillars they have seen are solid
blonde this fall, indicating a mild
winter. It's when they have wide, black
bands that you need to go shopping for
snow tires.
It's still a little early yet to measure
the thickness of the fur on the bellies of
the gray foxes or the hair on the nape of
the cows necks, nature watchers say.
If the fur and hair is thick, be cold.




By Abigail Van Buren
- I5T1 DCnicagio Tribune re Y Nees Siorn0 InC
DEAR ABBY: Jody. our 4-year-old son, shocked us re-
cently by using some filthy words he picked up from some
older boys in the neighborhood. (Nouns and verbs having to
do with sex. I'm sure you know which ones I mean.)
Naturally, we were appalled, and told him we never
wanted to hear those words again. However, when Jody
gets angry, or wants to get back at us for having punished
him, he lets loose with a string of those filthy words!
My husband says we should do to Jody what HIS parents
did to him when he used dirty language — wash his mouth
out with soap!
I say we should simply ignore the boy. Whkh method
would you recommend?
DEAR PARENTS: Neither. Most youngsters pick up
dirty words sooner or Later, and when they realize that most
adults are upset by such language, they use it ass weapon.
Explain calmly that there are better words to say the
same thing, and tell him what they are. This is an ideal way
to teach you child healthy attitudes about sex.)
And if Jody continues to use "filthy" language, don't
react. When be finds that his little game is not working, he'll
cut it out.
DE AR ABBY: My 43-year-old maiden aunt recently broke
off her engagement to a fine, 66-year-old widower after he
told her that he had been impotent for 12 years and the
doctors agreed that there was little or no chance of a
recovery after that long a period.
Would sex be that important to a woman that old?
NO NAME: SMALL TOWN
DEAR NO NAME: It apparently is to your aunt. (P.S. At
43, a woman is hardly ready for the glue factory.)
DEAR ABBY: Last winter my aunt, who has always
called me her "favorite niece,- gave me her old Persian lamb
coat, saying, "It's been hanging in my closet for 20 years and
I never wear it, so you may as well take it."
It was in pretty gooi condition, but the style was really
old-fashioned. so I took it to a furrier, who made a nice-look-
ing jacket out of it. (There was enough fur left over to make
a hat and muff.)
The whole thing cost me $300 but I thought it was worth
it. Well, I stopped at my aunt's to show her what I'd done
with her old fur coat, thinking she'd be pleased, and she
started yelling at me, saying I had no right to cut up her
coat—that she had only let me wear it for a while and never
GAVE it to Toot
Now she wants the jacket back. Is that fair? How about
the $300 I spent on it?
My mother says I should give her the jacket if she gives
me $300. My father says I should keep it and give her
nothing.
What do you say?
DEAR NIECE: If you are absolutely certain that she
GAVE you the coat, you are not obligated either to give her
the jacket or sell it to her. Keep the coat, and let Auntie
yet
If you need help in writing letters of sympathy, con-
gratulations or thank-you letters, get Abby's booklet "How
to %%rite Letters for all Occasions." Send $1 and a long,
stamped 128 cents) envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Bever-
ly Hills, Calif. 90212.
tonite's movies
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
NATIONAL LAMPOON
641 N Central Ctr ANIMAL
1




Miss Lisa Gay Smith,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Roy L Smith of Murray.
and Tony Marshall Wilson,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
J. Wilson of Bardwell, were
married on Saturday, August
fifth, at four p.m. in the
sanctuary of the First
United Methodist Church.
The Rev. Dr. Walter
Mischke performed the
double ring ceremony.
The sanctuary of the
church was decorated with
two vases of baby cushion
mums and blue carnations
on the altar. On each side of
the altar were brass can-
delabra with white tapers.
The family pews were
marked with blue ribbons.
Preceeding the ceremony,
organ selections were played
by Mrs. John Farrell while
Miss Karen Jackson and
Miss Joni Guthrie of
Murray, sang as duets,
"Hold Thou Hand" and
"Because."
Bride's Dress
The radiant bride, given in
marriage by her parents,
chose a gown of white
Organza and crystal pleated
chiffon. The bodice featured
a cape collar of the crystal
pleated chiffon and was
edged at the neckline with a
wide border of venise lace.
The gown featured an
empire waistline and was
trimmed with a band of the
identical lace. The full skirt
featured a bottom flounce
that continued into the
chapel train and was swept
up into a godit and enhanced
with a satin bow.
The headdress was of an
old fashion design with
Layers of lace and nylon
illusion held at the back,
forming a train and blusher
edged with lace. She wore a
turquoise necklace, which
was a gift from her father.
She carried a bouquet of
white cushion mums in-
circling a white orchid
tipped in mauve trimmed
with white ribbons.
The bride was attended by
Teresa Smith, her twin
sister, as maid of honor and
Miss Delores Honchul and
Miss Delaine Honchul as
bridesmaids, all from
Murray
They/ wore gowns of blue
shimmering organza styled
with a flowing collar and a
boufant sash that tied and
swung down the back of the
dress. Each carried a
cascade bouquet of white
and blue cushioned mums
and baby breath trimmed
with white satin ribbons. In
their hair, each ',core a
touch of baby breath held
together by blue satin rib-
bons. For jewelry, they wore
gold chain necklaces which
were gifts of the bride.
Ted Wilson, brother of the
groom, served as best man
and groomsmen were Tom
" Wilson, Bardwell, brother of
the groom and Paul
Anderson, Cunningham,
brother-in-law Of the groom.
Chad . Wilson, Murray,
nephew of the groom, served
as the nngbearer.
The ushers were Dale
Chadwick, and Reza Timaji
of Murray. The acolytes
were were Wade Smith,
brother of the bride, and
Andy Jobs, cousin of the
bride.•
Miss Mary Ann Kurz of
Murray kept the guest
registary.
For the wedding the
bride's mother chose a rose
quiana knit —dress with an
embroidery neckline with
long bellowing sleeves and a
sash at the waist. Her
flower was a white orchid
tipped in mauve.
The groom's mother wore
a knife-pleated floral blue
and white long sleeve dress.
She also wore a white orchid
tipped in mauve.
The bride's grandmother,
Mrs. Ivy Culver of Murray,
and the bride's great
grandmother, Mrs. Laura




The bride's parents en-
tertained the wedding guests
at a reception in the social
hall of the church following
the ceremony.
The bridal table was
covered by a floor length
cloth of white lace and had
a center piece of a laced
woven basket filled with
white cushion mums, blue
carnations, and baby breath
flanked by antique crystal
candelabras holding blue
tapers.
On one end was the three
tiered cake decorated in
white roping and white
flowers crested by a cluster
of blue satin wedding bells.
Opposite the cake was the
crystal punch bowl from
which beautiful blue frosted
punch were served. Wedding
cookies, mints, and nuts
were also served.
Serving the guests were
Mrs. Loretta Jobs, aunt of
the bride, Miss Leanna Dick,
Miss Teresa Cunningham,
all of Murray, and Miss
Terry Lynn Wilson of
Bardwell,
Ricky Jobs of Murray,
Leslie Boor of Louisville,
and Mary Wilson of Bard-
well were in charge of
handing out the rice.
The wedding and reception
was directed by Mrs.
Martha Andrus and Mrs.
Diana Lyons of Murray.
For the wedding trip the
bride changed into a three
tiered floral blue and pink
dress trimmed with pink
ribbon and a pink satin
sash. For her flower, she
wore a white orchid from
her bridal bouquet.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson are
now residing in Murray
following a wedding trip to
Gatlinburg, Tenn.
Out of town guests were
Mr. and Mrs. Brian Boor
and family, Louisville; Mr.
and Mrs. Mike Smith and
family, Adairsville, Ga.; Mr.
and Mrs. Willis Boothe and
family, McKenzie, Tenn.;
Mrs. Laura Boothe, Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Tucker, Mr.
and Mrs. Larry B. Long, all
NOW AT HOME
Philip Murdock of Murray
Route Seven, Lynn Grove
conimunity, is now
recuperating at his home after
having undergone open heart
surgery at St. Thomas
Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Marshall Wilson
of Paducah, Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas George, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Thomason and
family, Mr. and Mrs. T. J.
Wilson and family, Mr. and
Mrs. Frayne Burgess and
family, Misses Lisa and
Debbie Dubrock, Bruce
Turnbow, all of Bardwell,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Ander-
son, Mr. and Mrs. David
Garrett, Cunningham, Mr.
and Mrs. Carroll Clinton and
family, Normal, Ill., and Mr.
and Mrs. Terry Culver and
family, Calvert City.
Other special guests were
the g -andfathers of the
bride, ',eon Smith and Ivy
Culver of Murray, and
grandfather of the groom,




parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas J. Wilson, were
hosts for the rehearsal
dinner held at the Holiday
Inn in Murray.
The guests were served a
delicious menu while the
couple presented their at-
tendants with gifts.
Mrs. Wainscott Speaks On Trip To
Nova Scotia At Hasseltine Meeting
Mrs. • Pauline Wainscott,
teacher of the Ann
Hasseltine Sunday School
Class of the Memorial
Baptist Church, gave a
report of her trip to Nova
Scotia at the meeting of the
class held at the Wainscott
home on Tuesday, Sept. 5.
The president, Mrs.,
Modelle Miller, presided and
led the opening prayer. Mrs.
Laura Jennings gave the
devotion with her scripture
from Psalms.
New officers elected for
the coming chusch year
were Mrs. Jennings,
president; Mrs. Zella
Covington, first vice and
program; Mrs. Lottie







Also present were Mrs.
Willie Garland, member,




AN APPLE A DAY
KEEPS THE DOCTOR AWAY
Have your doctor call us
or we will be happy to call him.
Our prices are sensible and our
service is a pleasure.
This Wednesday treat yourself and the family to a really fine. meal — at a really
fine price. Enjoy an 8 oz. cut of prime rib cooked to youeliking, a baked potato or
steak fries, our salad bar and a drink — all this for only $5.95. Normally, this meal
would cost you $9.45, so we're saving you 40%.
It doesn't cost a lot to eat at Dakota Feed and Grain — it just looks like it. Come




































































Tau Phi Lambda Sorority
will bowl at seven p.m. at
Corvette Lanes.
The Murray Human Rights
Commission will meet in the
council chamber, City Hall,
at 5:30 p.m. Meetings are




Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at
two p.m.
Hazel Woman's Club will
meet at the Hazel Com-
munity Center at seven p.m.
Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club
is scheduled to meet at 6:30
p.m.
La Leche League will
meet at the home of Jen-
nifer Heegel at 7:30 p.m.
Zeta Omicron chapter of
Pi Delta Phi, national
French honor society, will
meet at the home of Dr.
Bert Ball.
Temple Hill Chapter No.
511 Order of the Eastern
Star will meet at the
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Betty Sledd Mission Group
of First Baptist Church
Baptist Young Women will
meet at the home of Mrs.
Nelson Ford at nine a.m.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at eight
p.m. with the officers to
meet at seven p.m.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the Ellis Community Center
at 7:30 p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m.
for activities by Murray
Senior Citizens including
devotion at 10:05 a.m., arts,
crafts, quilting, etc., at 10:30
a.m., lunch at noon, and
table games, etc., at one
p.m.
Chair Caning workshop by
County Extension Service
will be at the City-County
Park at 9:30 a.m.
Basketweaving Workshop
will be held at Empire
Farm, Land Between the
Lakes, from 12:30 to three
p.m.
Workshop on study skills,
sponsored by Murray State
Learning Center, will be
held from seven to nine p.m.
at Hart Hall Coffee Shop. No
charge and topics will in-
clude textbook reading,
notetaking, managing your
time, how to take tests, and
others.
Mini-concert, "Oliver,"
sponsored by Office of
Student Activities, will be at





will meet at the school
cafeteria at 7:30 p.m. with
Willard Ails, pharmacist,
and Joe Pat Cohoon, nar-
cotics detective, to speak.
Friday, September 22
Kentucky Lake Chaper of
National Association of
Retired Federal Employees
will meet at the Woodmen
building at 9:30 a.m.
Ghost of Barnes Hollow,
hour slide presentation on the
fallow deer, will be shown at
Center Station, Land Between
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Every Friday between Noon and 1:00 P M
Mademoiselle will be showir.g the latest in fashion
In the Dining Room of the Holiday Inn. join us and




will be at Murray Country
Club today and Saturday.
Shopping for senior citizens
will be held and for tran-
sportation for morning
shopping call 753-0929 by nine
a.m. and for afternoon
shopping call by 11..30 a.m.
Saturday, September 23
Alpha Department of
Murray Woman's Club has
changed its meeting this
month to the fifth Saturday.
Turkey Shoot will be held at
Jackson Purchase Gun Club
near Coldwater starting at
twelve noon.
Land Between the Lakes
events will include woodland
walk at two p.m. and night
visual at eight p.m., both at
Center Station.
Murray State University
Cross Country men's team
will meet Western at eleven
a.m. at Mueray country Club.
Sunday, September 24
Turkey Shoot at Jackson
Purchase Gun Club will





of the local chapter of the
National Association of
Retired Federal Employees
met at the Triangle Inn on
Thursday, Sept. 14.
;Robert Douglas, president,
gave a brief report of the
national meeting held in
New Orleans, La., Sept. 3 to
7. He urged all members to
attend the September session
in the executive room of the
Woodmen of the World
Building on Friday, Sept. 22,
at 9:30 a.m. when a conk
plete report on legislative
matters pertaining to
benefits for all federal
retirees will be given.
A joint meeting for
members and associates will
be held Friday, Oct. 27, at
twelve noon at the Kenlake
Hotel. The group will then
board the cruise ship,
Princess, at 1:30 p.m. for a
11/2 hour cruise around
Kentucky Lake. A letter will
be sent to all members in
the next few days regarding




' Mrs. Jimmy Cooper
opened her home for the
meeting of the Ruth Sunday
School Class of the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church held
on Tuesday, Sept. 5, at 7:30
p.m.
Elected as new officers






Jean Cooper, flowers; Mrs.
Ola May Hughes, committee
chairman; Mrs. Mary Hurt,
project chairman.
Teacher of the class is
Mrs. Lorene Owens with the
assistant teacher being Mrs.
Juanita Collins.
During the social hour
refreshments of cake and ice
cream were served.
The next social for the
class will be the Christmas
dinner with the husbands on
Dec. 12 at DeVanti's at
Mayfield.
Alpha Department To
Hold Meet Sept. 30
The Alpha Department of
the Murray Woman's Club
will hold its first luncheon
meeting of the new club
year on the fifth Saturday,
Sept. 30, instead of the
fourth Saturday as usually
scheduled.
Dr. Alice Kmnecke will
present the program on
"Cuisine Continental," ac-
cording to the officers of the
club who are .Dr. Mildred
Hatcher, chairman, Mrs.
William S. „Major, vice-
chairman, Mrs. Joe Nell
Mrs. John A. Nance.
treasurer.
The department officers
will serve as hostesses for
this first luncheon meeting
on Sept. 30. Members are
asked to note this change in
date.
MEMBERS OF THE Word Processing Class of Murray State University who recently
visited the Land Between the Lakes were, left to right, sitting, Shirley Toon, Helen
Wilson, Jane Bec standing, Mary Lynn Griffin Gina Meadows, Danny Wood, jack
Scott, Linda Killion, Jn Wallis, Ruby Skelton, and Mrs. Patsy Nichols. Not pictured is
Deryl Martin.
Word Processing Class At
MSU Visits Spesial -Center
The Word ProJessing c
of Murray State Univert4it'
recently visited the word.
processing center at TVA in
Land Between The Lakes at
Golden Pond. The field trip
was designed to help the classup see an actual word processing
center in action and see how
the process works.
Word Processing is a
relatively new process
designed to relieve the
secretary of such duties as
typing, transcribing, etc, so
she can work closer with her
boss. Word Processing
combines sophisticated
secretarial equipment with a
reorganization of office labor,
all designed to-speed up the
laborious work of getting
ideas from the thought stage
MSU Women's Society
To Hold Salad Supper
The salad supper of the
Murray State University
Women's Society will be
held in Beshear gym on the
campus on Monday, Sept. 25,
starting at 6:30 p.m.
The salad potluck, held
annually, is the first event
of the year for the entire
membership of the society.
Doris Cella and Patty
Paddock, co-chairmen of the
salad supper, encourage all
current and prospective
members to phone their
reservations to Ann Haney
759-1451, Geri Johnson 759-
1387, Judy Muehleman 753-
4126, or Patty Paddock 759







Consumers are finding it
more and. more difficult to
know what dental care prod
ucts to buy bccause so man
new ones are constantly beim
introduced. It's hard for an
individual to decide the types
that are important and the
brands that are useful and
effective.
Your best advice on dental
products can come from your
family dentist. 'Don't hesitate
to ask for his opinions. He
may suggest a particular
dental care item or brand that
best meets your own personal
needs.
The most important items
in good oral self-care are
dental floss, toothbrushes and
fluoride dentifrices, according
to a new booklet published
by the American Dental
Association. The ADA con
tinually reviews commercial
dental care products and
allows those proven effect, •
and safe to use its stritem,
of acceptance on pac,kagit4,
and in advertising.
Dentists themselves depend
on the ADA's•evaluation and
classification of the profes
sional products used in their
practices.
More information on the
subject is contained in the
booklet, How to Become a
Wise Dental Consumer For a
free copy Write the American
DentaJ_Aassociation, Dept. P.








to the typewriting or printing
stage. The operators serve the
word orginators and have
virtually no other function
besides keystroking and
revising communications that
come to them from the word
originators.
Some of the equipment used
at TVA includes: a
microreader which is used to
read files .kept on microfilm.
The process consists of putting
the file-film into the reader
which thedprints them out on
a TV screen for viewing.
Another feature is the Mag
II typewriter on which a letter
is typed and coded on cards
which you can call back and
add variables to at any time.
Also seen was a folding
machine which folds the typed
letters and an addressograph
which addresses the envelopes
for you. The Multilythe
Master Maker is used to make
copies but uses plain paper or
letterhead to copy on instead
of the heavy paper normally
used.
The Varityper is used for
preparing brochures and
handout sheets. It can
automatically change the size
and type of type used on the
letter by use of a film con-
tainer.
The most unique feature
was the Telecopier which can
send correspondence over the
telephone by means of putting
the paper into the machine,
dialing the number of the
receiver, and then putting the
telephone receiver onto the
macnine. The whole process
takes only a matter of minutes
and the letter appears to the
receiver in letter form.
All of the afore mentioned
machines save much time and
money for the office thus
better utilizing the workers'
time, a spokesman said.
Members of the class in-
clude: Mary Lynn Griffin,
Gina Meadows, Danny Wood,
Jick Scott, Linda Killion, Jan
Wallis, Ruby Skelton, Mrs.
Patsy Nichols, Shirley Toon,







Reelfoot Lake Trip To
Be Taken On Oct. 11
-The Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens will
take a one day trip to
Reelfoot Lake on Wed-
nesday, Oct. 11, with the
charter bus to leave .from
the St. John's Center
parking lot, 1620 West Main
Street, Murray, at 8:30 a.m.
and arrive back at 4:30 p.m.
the same day.
The bus fare will be $4.50
per person. Reservation with
the amount of $4.50 enclosed
must be turned into the
Senior Citizens office, 203
South Fifth Street, Murray,
or to one of the area
directors—Alma Cooper, Nete
Burnham, May Denny, or
Verona Grogan—no later
than Tuesday, Oct. 3.
Persons are urged to make
reservations as soon as
possible to 'be assured of a
seat on the bus.
A picnic lunch can be
taken as picnic tables will
be available, or Verona
Grogan, Murray director,
will make reservation at the
Reelfoot Air Park
Restaurant there. The
reservation for a meal can
be made when making the
bus reservation or by Oct. 5.
Each individual will pay for
his or -her meal . at the
restaurant.
The family style meal all
you can eat) will range from
$4.80 and up, plate lunches
will range from $3.35 and
up, and sandwiches will be
available, Mrs. Grogan said.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Marshall Higgins of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Cul' THE MURRAY-CALLO WAY 4)
•
An Introduction to the League's People and
Program
]
Monday, September 25, 1978
Social: 8:00 p.m.
12th 8. Chestnut 
Program: 8:30 p.m.
Hospitality Room, People's Ronk
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS
Cordially invites you to attend



















Visit Our New Store located At:
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Hours: 10:00-8:00 Mon.-Sat.


















I The week of September 17
through 23 has been
proclaimed, both locally and
as Constitution, ,
-. IA eek, the date stemming from
the fact that the original seven
-:. articles of the Constitution of..
. the United States were
.i,proposed by convention on Sep-
-ternber 17, 1787, and became ef-
fective on March 4, 1789.
The Constitution still stands
1 as one of the greatest documen-
ts ever written by any govern-
ment. It has stood the test and
- erosion of attack. It has been
t*umended 35 times, including
-.* the ten original amendments
i. known as the Bill of Rights. It
1 has proven to be a document
: under which a nation could
I govern itself effectively and
i successfully, as no other people
t have done in the span of all
k-, history.
There is one organization in
our community which con-
,-,. stantly reminds its members...
..: and the public about the im-,...
;.. portance of upholding all
provisions of the Constitution.em
We refer to the Captain Wendell
_ li Oury Chapter of the Daughters
V of the American Revolution
-.4; which not only during this
..;... week, but on numerous oc-
casions during the year,
strongly defends and urges
respect and support of our con-
stitution. We find the work of
the DAR chapter com-
mendable, and appreciate their
efforts to instill the ideals of
patriotism in the community as
well as among its membership.
During this Constitution
Week, we would recommend a
re-reading, or at least a persual
of this great document. If you
don't have a copy at home, it's
in the library. Or if you'd like a
booklet containing the
Declaration of Independence
and the Constitution of the
United States, it is free from
Congressman Carroll Hub-
bard's office.
From it's beginning, "We,
the people of the United States,
in order to form a more perfect
union, establish justice, insure
domestic tranquility, provide
for the common defense,
promote the general welfare,
and secure the blessings of
liberty to ourselves and our
posterity. . ." on to the final
amendment, Americans should
be aware of privileges — and
responsibilities — of American
citizenship.
etters To The Editor
Deplores Utility Hikes
Dear Editor:
I am writing this letter in regard to
the rising cost in Utility bills. I have
kept my bills from several years back
and like everyone else I am shocked
each time I get my bill.
But I don't believe the public as a
whole realizes how much their bills
have gone up in the past four years.
Let me give you, not estimates, but
my exact bills on electricity and
• telephone four years ago and now and
the percent of increase.
August 1974 my KW usage was 2050
and my electric bill was $32.74. August
1978 my KW usage. was 1944, really a
little less than 1974. and the bill was
$65.23. The bill is double and the KW's
less. That's over a 100 percent increase
in four years.
My January 1974 telephone bill was
$4.45. The August 1978 bill is $8.83.
Again that is double, a 100 percent
increase.
These bills are both without the taxes
being added on top of that.
Where is it going to end? And, has
your income increased 100 percent in
the past four years? What are older
people going to do?






Perhaps, because I'ye lived most of
my life in southern New Jersy, and
have been exposed primarily to the
large newspapers published in the
cities of Philadelphia, New York, and
Wilmington, I have become spoiled. I
am not spoiled in the sense that small
town newspapers seem inferior, nor
spoiled in the sense that I take for
granted that newspapers be letter
perfect in all respects, but I've come to
anticipate that corrections and
apologies be written in a professional
manner.
I am, of course, referring to the two
''sentences" in the editorial apology on
the first page of the September 8, 1978,
Murray Ledger & Times:
"Our point is, we have experienced
more than our share of typographical
errors in the past few weeks. More than
our readers should expect and more
than we can rectify "
That the second -sentence" is not a
sentence sh be obvious to the most
casual observ e content of the two
-sentences" is of greater import,
though. When the word allude is used in




three weeks ago. I think the Editor
should admit to more than
typographical errors. Some person, or
persons, working for your newspaper,
is performing his job in less than a
professional manner; the typesetter is
not the only culprit.
Because you did take the time and
effort to write and print an editorial
apology indicates a true concern for the
quality of your product. I applaud that
effort.
My letter probably contains several
errors. I plead ignorance; my plea is
justified by my not being a
professional. Still, as in your case,






And the king said unto them, "I have
dreamed a dream, and my spirit was
troubled to know the dream." — Daniel
2:3.
Dreams still disturb us when their
meaning is obscure. If they are





On personal letters to old friends in
Georgia, President Carter sometimes
makes corrections in ink. When a
secretary volunteered to re-type a
letter the President said, "No need to
clo it. This way it looks like I really had
aomethisilgio -do with it,-" -
We have to be patient with the folks at
the State Department because things
aren't easy for them. They're trying to
sell peaceful co-existence to the same
countries they're selling military
hardware
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Big Jim's Tax Fiasco
CHICAGO — Failure to scent tax-cut
fever abroad in the land has quickly
shoved aside Gov. James (Big Jim)
Thompson's presidential dreams and
substituted a struggle for mere sur-
vival.
Most politicians still consider
Thompson a sure winner over his un-
der-financed, listlessly-supported
Democratic opponent, State Controller
Michael Bakalis. A Republican poll
shows otherwise. Kept top secret by the
Thompson camp, it reveals Bakalis
within striking distance; one insider
reports the difference less than 5
percentage points. "When Jim read
that poll," a Republican politican told
us, "he couldn't believe he had gone
down so fast."
Believe it or not, it at least tem-
porarily ended talk of the blond, 6-foot-6
charismatic governor as the savior of
the Republican party's moderate wing.
Plans for Thompson to win friends and
influence delegates by campaigning
around the country this fall have been
abandoned. Aides prevailed on
Thompson not to attend the recent
Governors' Conference in Boston where
his presidential prospects would have
been a center of media attention.
Like California's Gov. Jerry Brown,
Thompson missed the public's
revulsion over high taxes; this summer
he vetoed two tax-cut proposals. Unlike
Brown, he bungled his recovery; the
drive for a Thompson tax referendum
has opened a snake's pit of political
goblins undercutting his reputation as a
crusading federal prosecutor which
remains his basic political strength.
As 1978 began, Thompson seemed the
sure winner for reelection and Bakalis
a sacrificial lamb. Neither he nor his
aides were interested in tax-cut
measures introduced by state Rep. Don
Totten, who ran Ronald Ft./again s
EARTUN
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am a 61-year-old
veteran of World War EL I am presently
living in an apartment with my wife. I
was injured in the war and I have been
in a wheelchair my whole life. I have
heard that the Veterans Administration
has something called a wheelchair
home benefit. Can you give me some
information on this? — T.E.
To be eligible for the "Wheelchair
Home" benefit, a veteran must have a
service-connected disability due to war
or peacetime service after April 20,
1898, entitling him to compensation for
permanent and total disability due to:
(1) The loss, or loss of use of, both lower
extremities, such as to preclude
locomotion without the aid of braces,
crutches, canes, or a wheelchair, or (2)
a disability which includes (a) blind-
ness in both eyes, having only light
perception, plus (b) loss or loss of use of
one lower extremity, or (3) a loss or
loss of use of one lower extremity
together with (a) residuals of organic
disease or injury, or (ID) the loss or loss
of use of one upper extremity, which so
affect the functions of balance or
propulsion as to preclude locomotion
without resort to braces, canes, crut-
ches, or wheelchair.
If eligible, • the Veterans
Administration can grant up to 5()
percent, not to exceed $25,000 to pay
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part of the cost of building, buying, or
remodeling such homes or paying in-
debtedness on such homes already
acquired. Apply for this at any local
Veterans Administration office.
HEARTLINE: I will be going into the
hospital very soon for a minor
operation. I have filed a claim with
Medicare for medical services before,
but never for hospital services. Can you
tell me how to do this? — 'E G.r 
You do not have to make a claim for
your Stay in the hospital. When you
receive covered services from a par-
ticipating hospital, skilled nursing
facility, or home health agency, you do
not need to make any claim for your
hospital, skilled nursing facility, or
home health agency, you do not need to
make any claim for your hospital in-
surance benefits. These participating
facilities have agreed to charge you
only for services which are not covered
by Medicare. The institutions or
agencies make the claims and receive
the Medicare payments from in-
termediaries, which are organizations
selected by the Social Security
Administration to handle hospital in-
surance claims. You will always
receive a notice from the Social
Security Administration when a
hospital insurance payment has been
made in your behalf.
For people on Medicare, Heartline
has written an easy-to-understand book
in question-and-answer form covering
the entire Medicare program. To order,
send $1.75 to Heartline's Guide to
Medicare, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Please allow
six weeks for delivery.
HEARTLINE: I am a senior citizen
on Social Security. My main worry is
inflation and how I am going to live with
it on a fixed income. Do you have any
report on the economy that you can give
me? — P.B.
Consumers are growing increasingly
less optimistic about the outlook for the
economy and say they are less likely to
make a major purchase, a monthly
Conference Board survey indicated.
In a report released earlier this
month, the business research
organization said its general "con-
sumer confidence index" slipped to 88.8
from 92.5 in June.
Its ingleI_Of c0Ostlinets' feelings. abolit _
the current state of the economy fell
trom 913 to 92.3 while the barometer of
/consumers' expectation for the future
dropped from 91.9 to M.3.
The survey covers 5,000 households
nationwide and measures individual
assessments of business conditions as
well as consumer buying intentions,-
fact—.
Illinois presidential campaign in 1976
and has promised to do so again in 1980.
When Totten visited Thompson to
discuss a compromise version of his
proposed constitutional amendment
limiting state taxes, the governor
turned thumbs down on any tax
limitation. ThankS to Thompson's
opposition, it died in the legislature. But
the Democratic-controlled legislature
did pass a Bakalis-backed tax rebate
and a Totten bill to automatically lower
taxes as inflation rises. Thompson
vetoed both, though Republican
politicans believe he should have used
the item veto to get an amended ver-
sion.
In following sound budgetary prin-
ciples, Thompson was deaf to public
anguish over rising tax burdens. Not
until the hot breath of Proposition 13
reached the Midwest from California
did the governor react. He personally
drafted a proposition for the November
ballot asking whether the public wanted
unspecified tax limitation at an un-
specified time. With some justice,
Bakalis called it "Proposition Zero."
Now, the political pitfals faced by the
outsider in office converged on
Thompson. Republican party workers,
ignored by him for 19 months, dragged
their feet in collecting 589,000
signatures needed in a month to get the
proposition on the ballot. Former Gov.
Richard Ogilvie was among those
ignored. While publicly denouncing
Thompson's proposition, Ogilive
privately told Republican allies:
,"We've got to stop him." That was
interpreted as opposing Thompson's
drive for the White House.
Worst of all, Thompson did not ap-
preciate the probability of forgery in an
11th-hour petition drive in Illinois.
Despite highly publicized
irregularities, the proposition has been
put on the ballot, but court challenges
and exposures persist Fairly or not, it
tarnishes Thompson's reputation as the
U.S. attorney who put crooked
politicians in jail — by Thompson's own
assessment, still his political longsuit.
Nor has Thompson fully adjusted to
the politics of tax revolt. When they
debated over statewide television in
Carbondale Sept. 6, Bakalis closed by
accusing the governor of "one of the
great flip-flops of all time" in joining
the tax limiters. Oddly, Thompson
ignored the remark and closed by
refuting Bakalis' charges that the state
has not claimed sufficient federal
welfare funds.
Earlier that day, Totten unveiled a
new proposed constitutional amend-
ment intended for the 1980 ballot)
limiting both state and local taxes.
Thompson called to kid him about
stealing his thunder on the Thompson
proposition. "Turnabout is fair play,"
Totten replied. Thompson told repor-
ters after the debate he might support
Totten's new proposal — about three
months too late.
Bakalis has told Totten he might
endorse the new proposal, beating the
governor to the punch. But Bakalis, too,
is plagued by ambivalence on taxes. He
is eager for backing from the well-
financed teachers' union, formidable
foes of tax limitation. After the Car-
bondale debate, he told newsmen he
oppoled any "tax freeze" because "it
puts government in a straitjacket" but
the next day told us the Totten
limitation is not a "freeze."
Thompson's greatest asset may in-
deed be Bakal's, who sounds like a
liberal of the 19fi08 denouncing
Thompson for _ not _ stressing_
refiabilitatfon at state prisons.
Thompson comes over as a com-
manding presence, overpowering a
colorless foe. Yet, that conceivably
may not be enough Big Jim Thompson
has given a demonstration'to how to
self-inflict political damage in con-
fronting the tax revolt.
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
A proposal for an addition to the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital was
presented by James Garrison, chair-
man of the Hospital Commission, and J.
Field Montgomery, hospital ad-
ministrator, at the meeting of the
Murray City Council.
Deaths reported include Bro. Guy
Overby, age 64-,
The Good Shepherd United Methodist
Church will hold its first services in its
new church building on Sept. U, ac-
cording to the Rev. Johnson Easley,
pastor.
The Salem Baptist Church will hold
open house at its new building on Sept.
22, according to the Rev. Bill Knight,
pastor. The old church building was
destroyed by fire in November of last
year.
Boy Scout Troop 71, under the
direction of Mrs M. D. McGinnis and
Mrs. Jerry Starks, presented the
program at the meeting of the Almo
School Parent-Teacher Association,
according to Mrs. Paul Hopkins,
president of the PTA.
20 Years Ago
The Murray Drive In Theatre will
now be the scene of the fouth Monday
activities in Murray each month.
William D. Swann, Airman
Apprentice USN, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ewing Swann, is serving with the Naval
Air Transport Squadron Six based at
McGuire Air Force Base, Trenton, N. J.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Lloyd
Henry, age 63, and Gilbert L.
Shilthroat.
R. L. Cooper, administrator of the
Calloway County Health Department,
spoke on "Civil Defense" at the
meeting of the Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club.
New officers installed by Murray
Assembly No. 19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls include Jane Hubbs, Marilee
Easter, Nancy Turner, Sandra Fair,
Linda Collie, Martha Jones, Joyce
Spann, Nancy Fair, Sammye
Wilkerson, Sharon Churchill, Carol
Quertermous, Kay Roberts, Linda
Outland, Marjorie Jo Banks, and
Sandra Hamrick.
30 Years Ago
First rehearsal for the fall series of
concerts by the West Kentucky Sym-
phony Orchestra will be held at
Mayfield High School on Sept. 27, ac-
cording to Price Doyle, director of the
orchestra, and Harry Fenton, president
of the West Kentucky Symphony
Society.
Mrs. George E. Overbey of Murray
will attend the Campaign School for
Democratic Women at the Democratic
Headquarters at Louisville on Sept. 24.
Almo beat Benton in the baseball
game of the Twin States League at
Almo. Williams and Willoughby
composed the battery for Alm.
Officers of the Kirksey High School
Chapter of the Future Homemakers of
America are Evelyn Kirkland, Lillian
Suiter, Robbie Salmon, Allene Tucker,
Jean Workman, Bessie Collie, Mary
Ellis, and Emma Adams.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is




By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Se 20, the
263rd day of 1978. There lre 102 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1110, national unity of
Italy was achieted.
On this d*:
In 15194 the Portuguese navigator,
Ferdinand Magellan, set out from
Spain on a voyage to find a western
passage to the Indies. One of his ships
eventually circled the world.
In 1797, the warship, USS Con-
stitution, which became known as "Old
Ironsides," was launched at Boston
In 1850, Congress voted to ban slave
trading in the District of Columbia.
In 1881, Chester Arthur took the oath
as the 21st president of the United
States after the death of President
James Garfield.
In 1938, a hurricane swept over parts
of New Jersey, New York and New
England, taking nearly 700 lives.
In 1967, the British luxury liner,
Queen Elizabeth II, was launched.
Ten years ago: An Eastern Airlines
jetliner, enroute from Puerto Rico to
Miami with 53 persons aboard, was
hijacked to Cuba.
Five years ago: The BritishFrench
supersonic airliner, Concorde, made its
first landing in the U.S., at the
dedication of thg. Dallas-Fort Worth
International Airport.
One year ago: Vietnam.was admitted
La .the- United Nations, - -
Today's birthdays: Actress Sophia
Loren is 44 years old. Fashion designer
James Galanos is 54.
Thought for today: Time cools, time
clarifies; no mood can be maintained
quite unaltered through the course of

















































































































































































Ikt's Stay Well Dr. F.J.1,BLAS1NGAME
High Fiber Diet For Diabetes
Q: Mr. N. H. wants to
know if it is true that a high
fiber eontent in the diet of
a person with diabetes can
help to reduce his need for
insulin.
A: A number of research
studies in adult-onset dia-
betes mellitus show that a
high fiber diet can appreci-
ably reduce or remove the
need of insulin in the man-
agement of this disease.
The benefits are more
substantial in the non-insu-
lin dependent cases than in
those who are dependent
on insulin.
It remains to be seen if
the complicatims in per-
sons with diabetes mellitus
are affected by the high
fiber diet.
Also, the influence of
such a diet on juvenile
diabetes mellitus (infants,
children, and young
adults) appears to be more
limited than in older per-
sons, only reducing the
amount of insulin which is
required in the younger
cases.
The reasons are not alto-
gether clear, and more
reseach needs to be done.
It might produce results
which would be helpful in
handling this common,
troublesome disease, espe-




Q: Mrs. S. V. writes that
she has recently become
pregnant for the first time.
She regularly drinks about
three or four cups of coff-
fee a day and wonders if
this will harm her baby.
A. While coffee is an
exceedingly complicated
drink so far as its chemical
content is concerned, I
know of no research infor-
mation that has associated
the consumption of coffee
with fetal damage.
Caffeine is the most active
ingredient in coffee, tea,
and certain cola drinks,
and caffeine has not been
demonstrated to be a haz-
ardous substance to the
unborn fetus.
However, it is well to
recall that the most sensi-
tive period in fetal life is
•
during LIM &Jaw. lairee
months. You should reduce
your intake of caffeinated
drinks, including coffee, (
and ayoid the use of medi-
cines except when specifi-
cally prescribed by your
physician. Even later in
your pregnancy, your
could wisely reduce your
coffee to one or two cups
daily.
Research has demon-
strated that coffee drink-
ing, combined with heavy
cigarette smoking, is po-
tentially harmful to the
fetus. Apparently, ciga-
rettes are the principal




Court Alters Workman's Comp Formula
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A divided state Supreme Court
has somewhat altered the
computation of workmen's
compensation benefits con-
tamed in a previous con-
troversial decision.
In a 1976 Pennington
decision, the high court ruled
that a worker injured on the
job was entitled to either the
state maximum benefit —
currently $114 a week — or 55
percent of his weekly wage,
whichever was higher.
But in a 5-2 decision
Tuesday, the court held that
the method outlined in the
Pennington case for com-
puting benefits would not
apply to a worker who as
permanently and totally
disabled, only to a worker
FOR THURSDAY, SEP-
TEMBER 21,1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars 'say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Jealousy from someone with
whom you have casual contact
may cause confusion unless
you realize what is behind
unwarranted criticism.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
'
There is a tendency to
charge into things, always a
problem for those governed by
the Bull. Hesitate if a business
relationship is involved.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Caution is called for in
physical activity for the next
few days. Be aware of any
possible strain or overexertion
and ease up.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Current needs put a strain
on finances, but with some






















































































ZENITH ZA & re MODULAR STEREO VALUES
THE ZENITH 584







Model JSIMIW - Featuring AM/FM/Stereo FM
Tuner-Amplifier. Automatic/ Manual Record
Changer and Allegro 1000 tuned port









Model J51117W - An exciting design featuring
AM F M. Stereo FM Tuner-Amplifier. Auto-
matir Manual Record Changer 8-Track Tape
Play., and Allegro 1000 tuned port Speakers
Simulated wood cabinet
grained Walnut finish Censored




our only business ‘
S
19 miles
All '78 color TV's reduced. Drive
ill color TV's. Lowest prices In
West of Murray on Hwy. 94
Phone 382-2174
and save. At Sisson's, one year FREE SERVICE on
Western Ky.
manage to make ends meet
and maybe have a little to
spare.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)4/24iQ
This is not a time for taking
unnecessary risks. Bide your
time, and your goals will
attained without so .ch
wear and tear.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept.
Be honest mate and
family about our feelings in
regard to tuation pending.
This eave no room for
raisin •retation.
L f: • A
( pt. 24 to Oct. 23) An
Your basic equilibrium is
thrown off by sharp criticism.
Be confident, and sidetrack
the source with reason. Don't
be put on the defensive!
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) in,
Nobody has to tell you to get
out and enjoy yourself if you
are a typical Scorpio. In fact
you could calm down a little.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Avoid political arguments
with a dogmatic opponent of
your leanings. You have no
chance of making points and
may only wind up angry.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
After somewhat of a
drought, money begins to
become a little more plentiful.
Don't offset the trend by
thoughtless spending.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
The change in season affects
you and causes a feeling of
regret mixed with an intuitive
anticipation. Be prepared fix
some upheaval of an in-
teresting nature.
PLSCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
An opportunity for an ex-
cursion should be received
with favor. Even bad weather
will not put a damper on the
conviviality.
wpA
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine mind,
great imagination and the
stamina and persistence that
are invaluable to research and
scientific investigation. You
would make an excellent
physician or educator, but
may prefer one of the arts as a
career. If so, you could suc-
ceed especially in the theater,
as a writer or music com-
poser. Your diplomacy is
outstanding and you could also
become a top-flight






A PAIR Of PANTS — Kevin
Smith does his best to
imitate his basset hound in
the heat of the Mahoke
Kennel Club, dog show at
Northampton. Mass.
partially disab• led.
The court also said the
Pennington formula would not
apply when the award was
apportioned among the em-
ployer and the state Special
Fund.
The court also said a
worker's wages lost as a result
of an injury could only be used
as a factor in computing his
degree of disability, and could
not be used in figuring the
actual dollar amount of
compensation he would
receive.
The decision overturned a
sweeping ruling on workmen's
compensation benefits handed
down by the Court of Appeals
last year.
"Pennington dealt with the
method for computation of
benefits in a permanent
partial disability case,"
Justice Scott Reed wrote in
the majority opinion.
He said Pennington had no
application on the current
case — involving William
Finn, who was injured while
working for e Transport
Motor Ex! ess, Inc. of
Louisville
Finn'S njury aggravated a
forrnm injury, leaving him
to ly and permantly
sabled. It was determined
that he was due benefits for
half of his disability, with
Transport Motor Express and
the Special Fund dividing the
payments.
However, the Supreme
Court said that instead of the
$71.97 per week the Court of
Appeals said he was due, Finn
Man Injured In
Crash Of Plane
LEBANON, Ky. (AP) — A
rural Lebanon man was in-
jured Tuesday when his light
plane crashed in Hardin
County, authorities said.
Police said Marshall
Hardin, 57, was trying to land
in a field when his plane
struck a tree and crashed
some 7 miles east of Lebanon.
He reportedly suffered a
broken jaw in the accident,
authorities said.
should only be paid $42 — or
half of the $84 maximum
benefit. The $71.97 figure
came from taking half of 55
percent of the amount Finn
was making at the time of his
injury.
Reed said the section of law
on apportionment, where
there has been more than one
injury among several em-
ployers, is aimed at protecting
an employer from being held
responsible for more of a
compensation award that is
attributable to a disability
incurred in the course of an
employee's work for him.
He said that section is
separate from one deter-
mining degree of disability
and part of the confusion
"arises from our past failure
to recognize and give effect to
the severable functions in-
volved."
The lost wages concept was
adopted by the 1978 General
Assembly, but Tuesday's
ruling will apply it to cases
filed prior to the effective date
of that law.
There were separate con-
curring opinions by Chief
Justice John Palmore and
Justice Robert Lukowsky,
who disagreed wi9Vportions of
the decision.
Concurring lii the majority
ruling were justices Pleas
Jones and Marvin Sterberg,
while Justices John
Stephenson and Boyce Clayton
dissented.
Palmore said he concurred
in the result of the majority
opinion, but not in the
reasoning process by which it
was reached. Palmore, who
dissented in the Pennington
ruling, said he still feels the
entire decision should be
overturned.
WOULD A HEARING AID
HELP YOU HEAR BETTER?
If so, you can be fitted
with a brand new custom
made aid to wear FREE
fy. 14 days.
•
If you are among the many people
in this area who are qualified to •„.
hear better with a hearing aid, we
want to talk to you. Come in for a
Free hearing test. See how easy it
is to receive your own brand new
custom-fitted hearing aid to use
for 14 days ABSOLUTELY FREE.
C. J. Gresham
CALL OR COME BY SOON!
TATE HEARING AID CENTER
PHONE 442-4634 or 333-9514
126 SOUTH 11111 ST.
150 FEET SOUTH OF COBB MOTEL
PABUCAN, KENTUCKY
4 eneArt i 's
• LUNCH FEATURE
Spaghetti - Lovers Delight
Real Italian Spaghetti topped with our tasty homemade meat
sauce.. .and a salad from our famous salad bar.
$295











On 5-Can Purchase of Bryari Potted Meat
Mr Dealer Send this oouaon to Jarypipp Epc401.5,
PO BUM Pasolexas 79475 and we
pay you 25c plus Sc handling, provided
:omption is made in accordance with terms
-.-of Coupon is good only when redeemed
•fou from a consumer crt the timed purchas-
, j 5 cans of Bryan Potted Meat Invoices
snowing your purchase of sufficient stock to
nover all coupons redeemed must be shown
-nn request Consumer must pay any sales
Offer void where !esti &led Cash value
-Oth of lc Valid only on brand specified




e"-- Save 25c with
this coupon when
you buy 5 cans of
delicious Bryan Potted eat.
Then send the labels from
the Scans, along with the other
coupon, and get your choice
of one of these beautiful spoon
rings froc from International
Silver Company
So do something nice for
• your family. Get the lunch time
favorite and save 25C on Byran
Potted Meat
Then do something nice for
yourself atnd order your D
free silver ring today °van
..... .1W411141.1141PAIVAIEITP_/  
FREE SPOON RING
By 'Wert ILIt1011L1..)11Ver LcI I ipki L'y
1847 Rogers desrgn
I am enclosing the
labels from five cans
of Bryan Potted Meat
Please send me my
tree slyer spoon nnig
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Murray Woman Featured III. State Twirler
PAGE 7-A THE I
One of the snappiest ad-
awns this fall to Illinois
Ainte University's Big Red
Marching Machine will be
the new Miss Firebird,
Shaun Baker, a frestunan
from Murray.
Miss Baker, a 12-year
veteran of twirling corn-
MISS FIREBIRD — Illinois State L. nisersay s new 'Miss Firebird" is Shaun Baker (center)
of Murray. Posing with Miss Baker are members of the Big Red Marching Machine.
From left they are lay Hornbeck, Winchester, Ill.; Dan Valkema, Freeport, Ill; Chris
liudes Bloomington. III.: and Rich Evans, Chillicothe, Ohio.'
James W. Courtney, O.D.






Specializing In Contact Lenses





"Care of the Newborn:
Development, Diagnosis, and
Treatment" will be the topic
for the second annual
educational seminar of the
Western Chapter of
Respiratory Therapy of the
Kentucky Society for
Respiratory Therapy. The
seminar will be Saturday,




at 8:30 a.m., will feature
neonatal specialists from
Memphis. Evansville and
Kentucky, in addition to
numerous equipment
displays. Of special interest










This spoce.savrng ontiqued pine emit is real
"fun" furniture! It houses your hi-ti
components and record collection behind
handsome shutter doors, while copper-lined
dry sink affords o handy place for mixing
drinks' 391,5" w. x 20- d. x 30" h
An Ethan Allen Special Value'
CONVENIENT TERMS FREE DELIVER',
I %lit!, N1/19i II 11151•11154,..
!THAN AllP4 Ugh' Wel
114 North Third St Paducah, K y
Phone 442 1769 or 4436257
petition, will perform a new
routine at each home game.
Although her hometown
twirling group was vic-
torious in several com-
petitions, including the
National High School Band
Championship last season in
Whitewater, Wis., Miss
Baker is multi-talented.
In addition to twirling, she
plays the French - horn,
piano, drums and trumpet,
and she sings. She plans to
play with the concert band
after the football season
ends, and she has auditioned
for several vocal groups on
campus.
Besides maintaining a
daily schedule of three and
one-half hours twirling
practice, a 15-hour class
load, and eight hours of
work, Miss Baker plans to
continue her off-the-field
pastimes of playing softball
and swimming and watching
major sports events at ISU.
Miss Baker is majoring in
medical records ad-
ministration, and she finds
marching with the band
"exciting."
The Big Red Marchihg
Machine, 330 marchers
strong, will be the second
largest marching band in
the country, second only to
Purdue University with a
36,5-member squad.
The largest marching band
in ISU history, the Machine
will field six baton twirlers,
28 members of the
Coryphees pompon group,
nine cheerleaders, 24 flag
bearers, two banner
carriers, eight rifle bearers,
a 32-member percussion
section, two drum majors
and the exciting new Miss




The Big Red Marching
Machine will also be
wearing all new, snappy
black uniforms, trimmed in
red and white, with majestic
red fur hats this fall. The
two large banners and all
the flags are new, as are
most of the percussion in-
struments to punctuate the
new music themes for the
fall program.
The season -opener, titled
"Space Scene 78," will in-
clude selections from "Star
Trek" and "Close
Encounters," as well as the
"Cantina Band" from "Star
Wars" and the band's
rousing standard. the Zara
fanfare from "2001. A Space
Odyssey." Later themes will
touch on old and new pops






Dr. Thomas M. Spoerner
has successfully defended
his doctoral dissertation and
received the doctor of
education degree from Ball
State University in Muncie,
Ind., during the Aug. 18
graduation ceremony.
1
Dr. Thomas M. Spoerner
Dr. Spoerner was an
assistant professor of art at
Murray State Unilzersity for
11 years before continuing
his advanced studies at Ball
State. He has been asked to
remain at Ball State as an
assistant professor of all
education where he will be
director of student teaching
and instruct graduate and
undergraduate art education
method classes.
Dr. Spoerner and his wife.
Sharon; -and -sons:. • Attrhar
and William, will reside at
2205 Surrey Drive in Muncie







































These Items On Display




Mayfield Yellow Cream Style
































COUPON 5996.9 COUPON 09584200 COUPON
Limit I Per Fomily Limit I Per Family Limit I Per Family
Maxwell Hov” Gold Medal Blue Bonnet
Coffee Flour Spread
I lb bag$1 5 lb bog 584 lb bowl 694
Expires 9 26 78 Expires 9 26 78 Expires 9 26 78
Good Only At Storey s Good Only Al Storey's Good Only At Storey's
COUPON





Expires 9 26 78
Good Only At Storey's
COUPON




Expires 9 16 18










Lemon juice is a hi,
for teeth but also




















mit I Per Far,, r 1 v
Bar Soap
Tone
I Slt • 3/99.xpfres 9 26 78
Gad Only Al Stoyny's
WIN
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digs to Play! 42 Different
/Li VVays To Win!
Obtain game ticket and collector
card from participating stores.
INSTANT Ialpanpectrbinees stralaiighta mo (or. s - COLLECT
either horizontally, verticalIV




































Each ticxel has two perforated Bingo
number pieces Detach & Play in
matching bingo number spaces on
collector card Collect numbers to
complete any straight row of 4 boxes
































Geed Only Al Store,;
COUPON






'Expires 9 26 78
Good Only Al Slortr't
COUPON






Expires 9 26 78'




Compare These Low Sheff Prices
SAVE 79°On 2 Doz.
Dixie Fresh
Grade A Extra Large
EGGS
Doz.
Limit 2 Per Customer With
$7.50 Additional Purchase





I Kaiser Rolls 6/79'
Fresh Baked
Cookies • d„ 89'















In Our Frozen Food Section

















6 oz. B.B.Q. Pork
4 Oz. Cole Slaw









Last Week's Betty Bilzell
Winner: Almo
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First Year For Calloway Boys
PAGE I
The Calloway County girls' cross country team (above) is, front row, from left: Stephanie Wuest, Jane 
Ann Barrow, Ellen Mahan
and Rose Ross. Standing is Coach Sae ()eland, Delis* Rutherford, Marcy Miller, Melissa Miller and Penny 
Overbey. The boys'
team (below) is, front row from left: Gary Emerson, Craig Robertson, Jimmy Bynum, Freddie VieCali and Freddie 
O'Bryan. Back
row are Coach Jimmy Nix, Brad Sparks, David Thorn, Marty Wyatt, Stan Rushing, and Richard Smotheriena.
$taff Photos by Taw, Wain
All Will Apparently
Hold On To Crown
By the Associated Press
-- -CHICAGO — Muhammad
Ali parries questions about
retirement with the same ease
he handled Leon Spinks last
Friday night to become the
first boxer to hold the
heavyweight championship
three times.
"If I say I'm finished, fight
organizations would strip me
of the title," All said at a news
conference Tuesday.
"I'm just holding the title
for five or six months before
making a decision," he added.
"Will I fight? Or won't I fight?
You'll just have to wait and
see. But I will say that Leon)
Spinks will be the next
champion. I told him that and
told him to keep after it."
Asked if he made up his
mind but did not want to say at
this time, All quipped:
"That's for me to know and for
you to try to find out."
Ali was flanked by his
personal doctor, Charles
Williams, and his nutrition
specialist, Dick Gregory.
The news conference was
called for Ali to plug
Gregory's health formula
"made up of 93 ingredients —
herbs, minerals, vitamins and
chemicals, with kelp the basic
ingredient."
All. 36, attributed his victory
over Spinks in New Orleans
last week "to God, Allah, and
the formula.
"Gregory had a great
mixture in a formula which he
gave me in a drink with juice
and honey, and I danced, and
danced, and tired that young
boy. Spinks, out. I made all the
old people of the world happy.
They saw me dance. It made
them feel young again. It
made them say, 'Man, I'm not













County, said Jimmy Nix, was
surprised. "I don't think they
thought we would even give
them a race," the Calloway
County boys' cross country
coach said.
He was speaking of a meet
Tuesday — in fact, the first in
the history of the high school.
But only in reference to the
boys' team. The girls' squad is
a veteran program of a whole
year.
Christian County, region
champions in both the boys'
and girls' division in 1977, won
both meets, but not by the
margins expected. The Laker
boys dropped a 24-32 decision,
while the girls lost 17-41.
Craig Robertson finished
third to lead the Laker boys
with a 20:41 time over the 3.1
mile course. Fifth was Stan
Rushing, who finished in
20:59.
Freddie Vincent was sixth in
21:50; Freddie O'Bryan,
seventh in 21:23; and Jimmy
Bynum, llth in 23:25.
Rose Ross finished fourth to
pace the girls with a 14:09
clocking over the 1.8 mile
layout. Seventh was Melissa
Miller in 15:02; ninth was
Stephanie Wuest, only a
fourth-grader, in 15:45; 10th
was Penny Overbey in 16:17;
and 11th was Denise
Rutherford in 17:59. Marcey
Miller finished 12th, but her
time was unavailable.
The teams travel to Ft.
Campbell for a triangular
meet with the Falcons and
Trigg County. The remaining
schedule Is as follows:
Boys' sad Girls' Schedule
Dote, Opponent . Site
Sept. 21—Ft. cpnpbeii, Trigg Co. A
Sept. IS—Fulton C2ty A
Sept. NI— A
Oct. 5—Thgg Co., Ft. Campbell A
Oct. 11— , Marshall Co H
Oct. is—Trfgg Co Christian Co A
Oct. 2I—(2rig1an Co. Inv. (Girls only) A
Oct. 24—Open
Oct. fa—Regional Meet. A
Nov. 4—State Meet Lexington
Coaches: Sue Outland, Jimmy Nix
Stumbling Phils Lose; Parker's
Blast Pulls Pittsburgh Closer
By the Associated Press
The National League season
is dwindling down to its last
precious few days — and the
Philadelphia Phillies' lead in
the NL East Division has
dwindled down to one precious
— 'and precarious — game
over the onrushing Pittsburgh
Pirates.
The stumbling Phillies
suffered their fifth setback in
nine games Tuesday night,
bowing to the Montreal Expos
5-2, while the Pirates out-
slugged the Chicago Cubs 12-
11 in 11 innings for their
seventh straight victory and
30th in 38 games.
With 12 games rerhaining,
including four against each
other at Pittsburgh in the final
three days of the season, the
Phillies have an 82-69 record
and the Pirates are 81-69.
Pittsburgh's Dave Parker
slugged his second homer of
the game and 29th of the
season in the Ilth inning off
Chicago's ace reliever, Bruce
Sutter. Parker, the National
League's leading batter with a
.327 average, also had two
singles and drove in four runs,
boosting his league leading
total to 111 RBI.
Bill Robinson also smacked
two homers for the Pirates
and Phil Garner hit a two-run
homer. Bill Buckner and Dave
Kingman homered for the
Cabs in Chicago's friendly
Wngley Field.
Meanwhile, the Los Angeles
Dodgers reduced their magic
number for clinching their
second straight NL West title
to three, trouncing the second-
place Cincinnati Reds 8-0.
In other National League
games, the Atlanta Braves
edged Houston 3-2, although
the Astros' J.R. Richard set a
National League strikeout
record for right-handers. The
San Diego Padres downed the
San Francisco Giants 4-1 and
the St. Louis Cardinals
defeated the New York Mets 5-
3.
Expos 5, Phlllles 2
Montreal, playing the role of
spoiler, beat Philadelphia for
the eighth time in 13 meetings
this year. The Expos over-
came a 2-1 deficit with th-
>runs in the seventh inning

















hander by fanning Bob Homer
in the seventh inning for his
11th strikeout of the game.
Ironically, Horner later got
the winning hit — a run-
producing double off Joaquin
Andujar in the ninth.
Dodgers 8, Reds 0
Rhoden, 10-7, retired the last
17 batters, struck out two and
didn't walk anyone in
shackling the power-hitting
Reds and giving the Dodgers
an 8',1-game lead over Cin-
cinnati.
Steve Garvey, playing in his
500th straight game, doubled
home the Dodgers' first run,
while Lee Lacy had two
doubles, a single and drove in
three runs.
Padres 4, Giants 1
Jerry Turner's three-run
homer backed the eight-hit
pitching of Bob Owchinko and
Rollie Fingers as San Diego
handed the Giants their 12th
loss in 14 games
Cardinals 5, Mets 3
Ken Reitz's two-out, two-run
double in the eighth inning
broke a 3-3 tie and lifted St.
Louis past New York.
Roche, Smith
Save Lobsters
WS ANGELES — The
Boston mixed doubles team of
Tony Roche and Ann Smith
defeated Los Angeles' Ilie
Nastase and Ann Kiyomura 7-
5 in a super-tiebreaker
Tuesday night to give the
Lobsters a 27-26 victory over
the Strings in the World Team
Tennis Championship
playoffs.
The triumph keeps the
Lobsters alive in the best-of-
five series. Los Angeles now
leads 2-1, with the fourth
match scheduled here
Thursday night.
The Strings held a 24-20 lead
entering the final set, mixed
doubles, but Roche and Smith
topped Nastase and Kiyomura

















designed and endorsed by
Fred Bear-World Famous Archer.
Tom Morgan, noted area archery enthusiast, 4111 be
at Uncle Lee Sporting Goods on Sat., Sept. 23 from
12:004 p.n. for a Bear Archery Clinft Seminar.
Morgan, a resident Of-Bowling Green, Keritucky. has
participated in numerous tournaments some of which
include: Kentucky State Open. Kentucky State Field,
and Land Between Lakes. He Is a member of the Ken-
tucky Archery Association, National Field Archery
Association and Warren County Archery Club Tons
also enjoys the sport of archery as an avid bowhunter,
SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.
Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 til 9
Sunda 1-6
These prices good during clinic onlyF,
Saturday, Sept. 23, 12:00 til 6:00 p.m.
METRIC MAGNUM ALUMINUM CONVERTA-POINT' ARROWS
These Bylvan brown shafts are made of a special X-7 alumi-
num alloy and were designed to be the perfect component to a
compound bow. Resilient wall construction coupled with large
_ diameter make them lightweight with mazer strength. coated
with a hard ;motile film for a long wearing, non-corrosive life
and feature hand cresting and matched 5 in Weathers fletehed




















































































































































With Football, It's More
Than A Game To Johnson
By DOUG VANCE
MSU SID
Football seems to activate
the serious side of Murray
State's sophomore tailback
Danny Lee Johnson.
"It's more than just a game
to me," said Johnson.
approach football with the
same dedication any suc-
cessful coach applies to -th:
job. When the final game is
over, that's my _signal to
continue work on conditioning
and lifting weights. I guess
football is always on my
mind."
Johnson served notice last
season, his first at the
collegiate level, that he was
intense about his job in the
offensive backfield. Operating
throughout the 11-game
schedule in a reserve role,
Johnson led the Racers in
rushing with an impressive
565 yards rushing.
The 6-0, 205-pounder con-
tinues to maintain an obvious
devotion to his favorite
athletic involvement this
season. Johnson leads the
Ohio Valley Conference and
ranks among the leaders in
Division I-AA statistics
through two games with 237
yards, an average of 118.5 a
game and 7.2 yards per carry.
Operating behind an
inexperienced offensive line
that includes three freshmen,
Johnson has twice demon-







Near Misses 6 2
131g Joe's 5 3
The 5 3
Smitty's Gang 4 4
Little Demons 4 4
Eastsiders  4 4
Go-Getters 4 1
Misfits 4 4










HIGH TEAM GAME (11C)
Smitty's Gang . 943
D-H 808
Near Misses 803








HIQH IND. GAME SC(( 
MEN
fliarBe Hargrove 721




Jeanette Williams  189
Pat Jackson  185









HIGH IND. SERIES (SC1
MEN
Charlie Hargrove  625
Garry Evans 588
Don Stanfill  552
WOMEN
Wanda Brown 565
I ,ois Smith 511
Jeanette Williams 507
HIGH IND. SERIES (HC)
MEN
Charlie Hargrove  754
Garry Evans  6s6





this year with a 43 yard
scamper against Southeast
Missouri and a 45 yard run
against Evansville!
"He's a very dedicated
football player and I feel he
could play and excell on any
level," said Murray State
coach Mike Gottfried. "He
involved himSelf in our weight
-..0
Danny Lee Johnson
program in January and
improved by 100 pounds. He
can now bench press 325
pounds."
Johnson turned his back on
several opportunities for a
scholarship to play football at
the major college level.
Countless college recruiters
came knocking on his door
after he rushed for an
amazing 2,400 yards and 26
touchdowns his senior season
at East Prairie (Mo.) High
School. His best effort came in
the fourth game when he ran
for 412 yards and five touch-
downs.
"I visited several of the
major schools but the at-
mosphere lacked the frien-
dliness that I was looking for,"
said Johnson. -Murray State
offered what I was looking for
in an academic and athletic
program."
The Racers open the Ohio
Valley Conference portion of
their schedule this Saturday
as they travel to Cookeville to
meet preseason league
favorite Tennessee Tech.
"I think we're all looking
forward to getting into the
conference race," said
Johnson. "I doubt that you
could find a football team that
works harier than we have."
The 20-year-old Johnson has
his eye on the future and has
charted the direction and pace
of his college football career.
"I'm a patient person and I
have estakilished personal
goals on a long range basis,"
said Johnsen. "I would like to
rush for more than 1,000 yards
this season, make honorable
mention All-America my
junior year, be selected first
team All-America my senior
season and break Don
Clayton's school career
rushing record and his single
season rushing mark."
If dedication is any in-
dication, Johnson will
probably not disappoint
himself or the Racer coaching
staff in achieving his goals.
"I've got too much invested




By the Associated Press
ATLANTA — Don't be
surprised if the head football
coach at top-ranked Alabama
has a few unkind words for the
athletic director at Alabama.
A two-game dose of
nationally ranked Nebraska
and Missouri should be enough
for any coach to take, but here
comes possibly an even
stronger foe — the Southern
California Trojans.
Coach Paul "Bear" Bryant
is facing the final leg of that
vicious three-game task. He
can lay the blame squarely on
the broad shoulders of Athletic
Director Paul "Bear" Bryant.
Bryant's Crimson Tide
takes on the Trojans in Bir-
mingham's Legion Field
Saturday, a nationally
televised skirmish slated for a
4 p.m. EDT kickoff.
The two teams tangled on
television a year ago, too, but
the situation has reversed this
year.
Alabama rolled into Los
Angeles to face a USC power
ranked No. 1 and came away
with a 21-20 victor)), halting
the country's longest winning
streak at 15 games.
This time USC is the guest.
This time Alabama is No. 1.
And this time it's the Tide with
the nation's longest winning
Auto Dealers - Garages Texaco Oils
Lubricants, Greases and prices are second
to none. Try us, we deliver.
Texaco Plant





On U. S. 641 South
(On Our Truck Sales
Lot Next To Auto Auction)
Trucks-Trailers-
Buses Inc.
4 Miles South of Murray
753-1371
streak, 12 games. Everything
seems to point to an underdog
victory ... but not this time.
Alabama 21-14.
The Southeastern Seer
stumbled to a 10-6-1 mark last
week, dropping the season
chart to a 19-9-1, a .678 per-
centage.
Elsewhere around the South
this week:
Mississippi at Missouri —
Ah, say the Tigers. Finally an
unranked opponent after
knocking heads with Notre
Dame and Alabama. Sloan's
Rebels appear to be just what
the doctor ordered for Ole
Mizzou, a respite between
Alabama and Oklahoma. But
this will be a "breather" that
backfires. Upset Special.
Mississippi 14-3.
Auburn at Virginia Tech —
Another good spot for an upset
with the Tigers looking ahead
to Tennessee. A shaky nod to
... Auburn 42-35.
•
Murray Middle and Southwest Calloway players converge on a third-quarter fumble Tuesday at
Holland Stadium. Among those pictured ore (24) Bryon White and (76) run Pittman. The Tigers
won 16-6.
Byrn Plate by Tar/ Wises
Yaz' 5 RBIs Pull Red Sox
Within 1/4 Games Of Yanks
By the Associated Press
People gave up on Mike
Caldwell three years ago.
People gave up on the Boston
Red Sox three days ago.
Both are alive and well,
however, and they've revived
the pennant race in the
American League East.
-Caldwell completed a four-
year comeback from elbow
surgery when he won his 20th
game of the season Tuesday
night, pitching a four-hit, 10-
strikeout masterpiece as the
Milwaukee Brewers stopped
the New York Yankees 2-0.
And the Red Sox climbed
within 1/2 games of their
archrivals
by beating the Detroit Tigers
8-6 behind Carl Yastrzemski's
five runs batted in.
Elsewhere, the Cleveland
Indians edged-the Baltimore
Orioles 2-1, the California
Angels defeated the Min-
nesota Twins 4-1, the Kansas
City Royals nipped the Seattle
Mariners 9-8 and the Chicago
White Sox swept a double-
header from the Oakland A's
8-4 and 7-3 .
Brewers 2, Yankees 0
"It was just another typical
ballgame against the Yankees
this year," said Caldwell, a 29-
year-old left-hander who
pitched his third shutout of the
season against the Yankees
and sixth overall, a team
record. His 20 wins and 22
complete games tied club
records._ '





W L Pet. GS
New York 91 59 607 —
Boston 99 Al 196 UI
Milwaukee 86 id 586 6
Baltimore 90 641 563 64
Detroit 110 70 533 11
Cleveland 66 84 440 25
Toronto 57 92 383 33%
WEST
Kansas City 65 65 567 —
('aldorrua 81 72 .52I
Texas 75 73 .181 9
Minnesota 68 62 483 17
Oakland 68 86 447 19
Chicago 67 85 441 19
Seattle 56 93 372 V
Tuesday's Games
Cleveland 2. Baltimore 1
Milwaukee 2. New York 0,
Boston 8, Detroit 6
California 4 Minnesota 1
Chicago 8-7, Oakland 4-3
Kansas City 9, Seattle 8
Only games scheduled
Wednesday's GSM'S
New York y Guidry 214 and Clay 3-3) at
Toronto (Willis 24 and Underwood 6-13),
1, ( twi )
Boston (Torre: 1541) at Detroit (110-
terms 11-101, 10)
Texas (Coiner 9-4) at Minima's GM:
13-10), int
Milwaukee ) Sorensen 17-11) at Kansas
Vity Gale 144 I n
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Games
New York at Toronto, ( n )
Roston at Detroit, n
Texas at Minnesota, n)




Pittsburgh 81 69 540 1
Chicago 74 76 493 8
Montreal 71 81 467 12
St. Lona 65 87 428 la
New York 62 89 411 20%
WEST
Los Angeles 92 60 605
Cincinnati 83 • 560 8%
San Francisco 82 IV .543 91
San Diego 79 71 .520 13
Houston 68 82 .453 23
Atlanta 67 84 .444 54%
Tuesday's Games
Pittsburgh 12, Chicago 11, 11 innings
Montreal 5, Philadelphia 2
St Locis 5, New York)
Atlanta 3, Houston 2
San Diego 4, San Francisco
Ins Angeles 8. Cincinnati n
Wethirsday's Games
Pittsburgh (Rooker 9-10) at Chicago
Krukow 7-21
Philadelphia 1Leech 941 at Montreal
(Schatxeder 74), (n)
Atlanta (Solomon 44) at Houston
J Niekro 12-13L (n )
New York (Kobel 3-5) at St LOUIS
(O'Brien 0-1i. n
San Francisco ( Blue 16-91 at San Diego
'Rasmussen 1413).
Cincinnati (Seaver 14-14) at Los Ange-
les (Sutton 15-101, n
lItersday's Games
Pittsburgh at Chicago
Philadelphia at Montreal. n
Atlanta at Houston. In)
















This Cot Of the VOCII in Common.
AUDI
myself," said Caldwell, 20-9,
who joined New York's Ron
Guidry as the major leagues'
only 20-game winners.
Milwaukee nicked Dick
Tidrow for a run in the third
inning on Robin Yount's
double and Don Money's
single. Yount hit his ninth
homer in the fifth.
Red Sox 8, Tigers 6
Yastrzemski, who has been
hampered by a sore hand,
belted a three-run homer in
the first inning for the Red
Sox. Detroit bounced tight
back on Jason Thompson's
grand slam homer in the
bottom of the first, but
Yastrzemski's two-run double
highlighted a four-run
uprising in the fourth inning
that put Boston back on top.
Indians 2, Orioles 1
Jim Palmer, gunning for his
20th victory and nursing a 1-0
lead, had to leave the game
because of pain in his pitching
elbow in the eighth inning
after-giving up a double to Jim
Norris.
Murray Middle Tops
SW; East A Winner
Only two of the three area
middle school football squads
that saw action were winners
Tuesday. But then, that's all
that were possible.
Murray Middle scored on
the opening kickoff and was
never headed, defeating
Southwest Calloway 16-6 in a
cross-town battle. Calloway
East ran its record to 2-() with




Steve McDougal took the
kickoff to open the game and
returned it 65 yards for
Murray's first touchdown.
The Tigers increased that
lead to 14-0 in the second
quarter on Tim Brown's 36-
yard touchdown strike to
McDougal. John Mark
Billington ran around right
end for the two-point con-
version.
Southwest's Gary Wortham
scored on a two-yard plunge
midway through the third
period to pull the Lakers
within 14-6. Calloway began
the drive on their own 35, then
advanced to Murray territory
with a 25-yard pass com-
pletion from Jeff Butterworth
to Freddy Stone.
A facemask penalty aided
the drive before a sideline
pass from Butterworth to
Casey Kurth set up the TD
run.
The Lakers recovered a
Murray fumble with less than
two minutes left in the game
on their five. But when But-
terworth backpedaled to pass,
he was sacked in the end zone
by several Murray linemen
for a safety and the final
score.
Southwest Coach Merrill
Brick credited fine play from
Stone and nose guard Bill
Holland. "Our blocking was
very good, but I think the kids
were a little nervous during




credited good leadership from
Brown and Donnie Hutson, as
well as from Mike Young and
Billington.
East Calloway 22, South
Marshall 0
East wasted no time in
scoring, either. Jeff Garrison
rambled 52 yards on a
reverse, and John Farris
tossed to Dale Torsak for the
conversion to make it 8-0.
Garrison scored again late
in the first quarter, this time
returning a punt 30 yards.
Torsak ran around left end for
the coversion to up East lead
to 16-0.
•
East scored its final touch-
down in the third quarter. The
TD was set up by Mike
Holloway, who blocked a
South Marshall punt on its
seven-yard line. Torsak ran
wide again for the 22-0 lead.
East Coach Bill Miller had
high praise for tackle Ricky
McKinney. "He was in on four
or five tackles. He just kept
coming at them."
He also credited Rick
Wagner with excellent
blocking at nose guard.
"I think our trademark here
at East is defense," said
Miller, "and I think we have a
good one this year. The
blanking of South Marshall
was the first shutout ever by
an East squad since football
began there in '77.
Jem

































Prices Good Thurs. Sept. 21 thru Wed. Sept. 27
SHOP THEhE SUPER FOOD VNLUES
5 Bags T 
Right Guard
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12 oz Save 16
French's
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By Ernie Bailey
During the years following
World War II, several in-
dividuals in Murray and
Calloway County expressed a
desire to see a congregation of
the Churches of Christ
established near the campus
of Murray State College. Such
a proposed congregation was
to serve students and
residents in the immediate
vicinity of the campus.
Due to the rapid growth and
resulting overcrowding at the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ, definite plans for a new
congregation were initiated in
1952. Early in 1953, members
of the Seventh and Poplar
church were asked to indicate
whether or not they wsuld be
willing to become a part of the
new congregation. Fourteen
adults signed cards so in-
dicating.
The Seventh and Poplar
church purchased a dwelling
on North 15th Street owned by
Mrs. Myrtle Walker. The
dwelling was renovated to
provide for a large assembly
room and several classrooms.
The College Church of
Christ met for the first time on
Sunday morning, Sept. 6, 1953.
There were approximately 50
in attendnace, including
children and the offering was
less than $100. The average
offering per Sunday for the
first four months was $142.91.
The first elders appointed
were Vernon Anderson and
Esco Gunter. The first
deacons were W. H. Brooks,
Leroy Eldridge, Wayne
Williams, and Robert Hendon.
By the fall of 1954, plans
were being formulated to
meet a permanent building
and construction began in
May of 1955. During the
construction period, the
church met in the facilities of
the Seventh and Poplar
church as services were
scheduled so as not to conflict
with the Poplar Street church.
The first service in the new
building was held on the first
Sunday in February, 1956.
Ernest Clevenger, first
minister, spoke on the subject
"If the Lord Build The
House."
Men who have gerved or are
serving as elder include the
following: Vernon Anderson,
Esco Gunter, W. H. Brooks,
Leroy Eldridge, Robert
Hendon and Wayne Williams.
Men who have served or are
serving as deacon include the
following: W. H. Brooks,
Leroy Eldridge, Robert
Hendon, Wayne Williams,
James Payne, Jack Ward,
Glen Sims, Orrin Bickel, Bill
Boyd, Hemp W. Brooks, Ed 
Chrisman, Cliff Cochran,
Larry Dunn, Vernon Gantt,
Sherrill Gargus, Rob Gingles,
James Lawson, Bob Melugin,
Hardeman Nix, J. P. Parker,
Richard Smith, and Charles
Smothermon.
In 1953, Ernest Clevenger
came to work with the church
as the first full-time minister.
Paul Hodges served the
church from 1957 to 1967.
Hollis Miller served as
minister from 1967 to
December of 1976. Kenneth
Hoover served from January,
1977 to July, 1978.
Jerry Counce served as
Youth Director from June,
1965 to October 1, 1966. Greg
Nevil served as Youth
Director from August, 1969 to
end of 1970. David Jackson
served in this capacity from
June, 1973 to July, 1975.
Talmadge Jones has served
the church as full-time
minister at Eddyville
Penitentiary since 1977.
Early song directors include
James Payne, Wayne Doran,
Wayne Williams, Glen Sims,
and Sherrill Gargus. Ernie
Bailey has served in this
capacity since January of
1963.
Ladies who have served the
church as secretary include
Pat Hodges, Roszella
Williams, Jayne Davis, and
Gayle Henderson. Mary Sue
Dunn has served the church
since September of 1969.
Over the past quarter
century, the University
Church has been involved in
dozens of mission efforts on
local, national, and.- in-
ternational levels. Some
mission involvement\hea been
on a short-term basis and
other work has been supported
over a span of many years.
A central concern of the
church from its inception has
been the spiritual welfare of
students who come to Murray
to attend the university. The
University Church was the
single driving force behind the
establishment of the
University Christian Student
Center and the church has for
several years, owned and
operated the center on Olive
Boulevard.
In addition to the original lot
on which the present
auditorium stands, the church
has, over the years, purchased
several adjoining parcels of
property. Plans are now
underway to begin con-
struction on a large
educational and multi-purpose
building to provide for the
growth of the Bible school
program.
Although the • church has
maintained a core mem-
bership over the years, the
church has been attended by
hundreds of university
students who have made it
their church away from home
while in Murray. Members of
the church consider it a unique
opportunity to be able to
minister to the university
community.
As this 25th anniversary
celebration draws to a close,
the University Church of
Christ would like to take this
opportunity to thank the
citizens of this community for
the continued good will which
has been eipressed toward
this church.
SUNDAY SCHOOL teachers of the University Church of Christ are pictured here in
1956, a few months after the completion of the new church building. Of the 37
teachers pictured, 21 are still members of the University Church. They are, left to right,
top row, Bill Boyd, Jamie Harrell, Robert Hendon, Tommye Taylor, Hardeman Ni',
Leroy Eldridge, Bob Melugin, Wayne Williams, James Payne, Hamp Brooks, Vernon An-
derson; middle row, Esco Gunter, Ed Hendon, Johnny Myers, Jeanette Murdock,
Charlene Turnbow, Mamie Anderson, Marguerite Brooks, Marion Bailey, Shirley
Wilferd, Roszella Williams, Myra Nanny, Ann Wood; front row, Annie Lee Gunter,
Norene Tucker, Lilly Williams, Estelle Scarborough, Jean Blankenship, Kate Eldridge,
Ann Cole, Anna Fay Taylor, Charlotte Hoghes, Helen Melugin lane Boyd, Agnes Payne,
Dorothy Grogan and Nettie Suiter.
MEMBERS OF THE University Church of Christ are pictured at a social held at the
church in early 1953.
Morehead Enrollment
Shows Slight Increase
MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP) —
Fall enrollment at Morehead
State University showed a
slight increase in the total
student population and a




The fall enrollment —
7,305 as of Monday — has
exceeded last fall's 6,234
students and is expected to
top 7,400 students when
further information is
processed later this week,
Norfleet said.
Morehead has 133 fewer
fulltime undergraduates
from outside Kentucky this
fall, giving it a non-
Kentucky undergraduate
enrollment of about 21
percent. Last year, 22
percent of its un-
dergraduates were non-
Kentuckians.
The state Council on
Higher Education has set a
20 percent undergraduate
ceiling for non-Kentuckians
at state universities. Schools
that do not comply face
financial sanctions:
Norfleet said the 1 percent
drop in out-of-state students
at Morehead represents "a
significant effort on the part
of the university to comply
with the out-of-state
enrollment policy set by the
council."
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday/-
friday
.
 or by 3:30 p.m. on Satur-
days are forged to call 753-1916
INITIY•911 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday-Friday, or 3:30 p.m.
awd 4 p.m. Saturdays, te hew*
delivery of the newspaper. Calls
must be spieced by 6 p.m.




• 2 pieces of fish filet
• crisp french fries




PLUS REG. DRINK $1 57
ONLY
Reg. $ 2.07























EXTERIOR OF the first building occupied by the University Church of Christ Often
college church). This dwelling was purchased by the congregation from Mrs. Myrtle
Walker. The renovated house served the congregation from its establishment in Sep-
tember of 1953 to late 1955 at which time it was razed to make way for the con-
struction of the present building.






Longlife Anti-Freeze & Coolant.
Protects against freeze-up in
winter, boil-over in summer,







Anti-Rust & Water Punwitrbe. 12-oz. can,—
(31•303. 31
Stop-Leak Sealer 12-oz can t 31




Longlite Thermostat. Sizes to t
most oars, 180° or 1920
22.136 1 3t, 7








Super silicone liquid car polish
cleans, shines. protect. Restores
original ustre
1,.....St ar Brits Vtayl names 111-01 (31-200-3) 1.44
Booster Cables. 8-ft. long ex-
tra heavy duty cables all cop-
per for jump starts. '13-4751
SALE
PRICE
Windshield Washer Solvent and Anti-Freeze.





Prestone Super Flush. Removes radiator













Coolant Saver Kit. Prevents loss
of engine coolant through over-
flow Easy to install
Prices good through Saturday at all Otasco Storos and Particioallnq Dealers
1.1-Air Center 753-8391
Mon.-Thurs. 9-6, Fri. I fiat. 9-8 Closed Sunday
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U S COW T GRADED
CHOICE
OPEN 24 HOURS
EXCEPT FROM MIDNIGKT SATURDAY
'Ill 8 AM. SUNDAY
SHOP WHIN IT IS
CONVINISNT FOR YOU!
BONUS BUNDLE
5 LBS. CHOICE ROUND STEAKS
SIRS. LEAN PORK STEAKS
5 LBS. FRESH GROUND BEEF
5 LBS. FRYER QUARTERS
511S. KROGER WIENERS








=WWI decree-Nis al us
• Phone Ahead •




































Prices effective tnru‘Sept. 26th.
Quantity right reserved.
Copyright 1978.
The Kroger Co. DAY AFTER DAY
ADVERTISED ITEM POLICYE-och of these odvertised items is required to be readilyavailable for sole in each Kroger store, except asspecifically noted in this ad. If we do run out of onadvertised item, we will offer you your choice of ocomparable item, when available, reflecting the somesavings or a raincheck whick will entitle you to purcose theodvertised item at the odvertised price within 30 days.



















































U.S.D.A. GRADE 'A HOLLY FARMS
111 BACKS 
























• FRESHLY CAUGHT THEN PACKED WITH
lCI 1•154410PITAINFRS
RUSHED EASDIRTCOLAYSTT RIEOFKROGERSFROM
• ACCURATELY LABE L LED SPEC IES
• OPEN DA TED FOR ASSURED FRESHNESS
OCEAN PERCH FILLETS Le.$199 la 794 Rim
$ 
OCEAN HADDOCK FILLETS isat 1 39 
7M. •
FANCY SALAD





ROW AFTER ROW OF
FRESHNESS AT
DOWN-TO-EARTH-PRICES
0;11(cost cum* counuAugra[cost aim courailliggpl[com pings camel%r
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osi o Glendale FothionS. imp
S. am
am OPS.
allveth th.s oupon I loot one
-BONELESS
"I- ' HALF NAM
4 $1
Xf•IN MORRILL
Sliced Bologna 1201.$1 19PIG
AROGIII
Sliced Bologna 12 01 $ 1119PIG
KROGER PEPPER LOAF NAM A CHIESI 011
New England Loaf 















1:1(cpst clime courant, II:IC(0y <urns isp:45.5,(„,,,„,.....guliggiop:ar.,.„ ,OuP001)111111111:
1111111 PIMP
W,ctItythill..11t s!),,FF S.f WORTH 15' OFF
*mord the purchase of
S. am 
a S lb bop of-- 
S. ODS. NMS. OM
PILLSBURY
= * WORTH 15' OFF
°war d Hie purchase of
- 1110 and I oz bo• ofan N.INS
11.11
WORTH 12' OFF
I ("word the purr hose of




- = SUGAR CRISPS. Limit with rhos coupon Limit one = with this ( °upon Limit one am im *11111%s cOupon limit one ,•61. win(nlirrps Swot 26th vnthiZsrrIts Sept t;67f: withit:rtes sow 127: "S. withf 'pa 
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COUPON]patioNE
= ANTI-FREEZE
with this coupon and $10.00 purchase excluding
items prohibited by law and in addition to the cost of
coupon merchandise. Subject to applicable taxes. Limit
one coupon. Expires Sept. 26th.
COST-CUTTER COUPON
INN with this coupon and $10.00 purchase excluding items
IIIIII prohibited by law and in addition to the cost of coupon
no merchandise. Subject to applicable taxes. Limit one.
coupon Expires Sept. 26th.
Itir 10 FUICII-ASE ENTITLES YOU TO REDEEM - Bo% COUPONS'
AIM MUSK FROZEN RK. OS 'so'. Blueberry Waffles l KG. ow34
MMUS MUER SIVOSWICII
Yogurt Sandwich ea. 794FIG.











wi4if1ws coupon limit one 12
isparin S•10 26th
111111111111111111101 7
MARTINS • KRAFT MURRAY
Margarine 










Everything you buy at Kroger is guaranteed for
your total satisfaction regardless of
manufacturer. If you are not satisfied, Kroger
will replace your item with the same brand or a
comparable brand or refund your purchase price,
KROGER COST-CUTTERS TRIM
YOUR FOOD BUDGET
You'll find the cost-astter symbols on hundreds of your favorite items
throughout our store. Plus each week you'll find cost-cutter weekly ad specials
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and Funerals
Delmar McPherson, Funeral Thursday At Birmingham For
Son, Mrs. Stunson, Miss Ruby Simpson, Former Chairman
Dies In Accident
Word has been received of
the death of Delmar
.McPherson, son of Mrs. Ida
Mae Stunson of Murray, who
was reported killed in an
automobile accident at
Crystal City, Mo., on Tuesday.
He was 27 years of age.
Survivors include his
stepfather and mother, Mr.
and Mrs. R. B. Stunson,
Murray; one sister, Miss -
Irene Stunson, Murray; two
brothers, Phillip McPherson,
St. Louis, Mo., and York
Stunson, Murray.
The Wade Funeral Home,
Natural Bridge Road, St.
Louis, Mo., will be in charge of




Zaricor, widow of G. M.
Zaricor, died Monday at the





and Mrs. Shirley Townley,
Buchanan, Tenn.; three sons,
Billy of Kenton, Tenn., Gaylon
of Memphis. Tenn., and Bobby
Zaricor of Bradford, Tenn.
The funeral will be held
today at the chapel of the
White-Ranson Funeral Home,
Union City, Term., with burial
to follow in the Sunnyside
Cemetery there.
Funeral services for Miss
Ruby Simpson, former
chairman of Home Econonucs
at Murray State University,
will be held at the Brown
Funeral Home in Bessemer,
Ala., at 11:00 a.m. on Thur-
sday.
Miss Simpson served as
chairman from Jul), 1946 until
her retirement in 1968. During
that time the program ex-
panded and the department
made two significant physical
Craig Drinkard, 15 year old
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Drinkard of Lake Orion,
. Mich., died' of injuries
sustained in a one car accident
on Sunday at 7:30 p.m. at Lake
Orion.
The teenager is survived by
his parents; grandparents.
Mr. and Mrs. George Branch
Drinkard, Ferndale, Mich.,
formerly of Murray; great
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Harper Swift, Alrno Route
One; five brothers, Dennis,
Keith, Randy, Bryan, and
Todd Drinkard, all of the
Detroit, Mich., area.; several
aunts, uncles, and cousins in
Murray and Calloway County.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at the chapel of the
William R. Potere Funeral
Home, Rochester, Mich., with
















— "ON" tight. Oven in-
tenor ti&ht
Model RP4ZT
Deluxe 11 cycle por-
table put' -Leber dish-











*Pick It Up And Save
*Some Items Below Cost
641 North, Morrey 753 4478
Appliances Are Our ON( Y Business'
Across From Wankel Nouse Smorgasbord
changes, with the planning of
the facilities under Miss
Simpson's guidance. She spent
the 1954-55 academic year in
Turkey where she pioneered
an extension home economics
program, beginning a training
program for young women of
Turkey, some of whom Later
became internationally
recognized for their work in
home economics extension in
developing countries.
She is survived by a sister,
Mrs. Clemrna Mullins, a
brother. Charles Yancy
Simpson, both of Bir-
mingham, and nieces, Susan
Knoles of Panama City, Fla.,




Simpson, Panama City, Fla.
Also Miss Simpson leaves
her friend, Miss Clara Eagle
of 111 Hickory Drive, Murray,
with whom she shared a home
here for marry years.
In addition to many
professional activities, Miss
Simpson was active in the
American Association of
University Women and in the
Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
A scholarship for home
economics students has been
established by the family,
former students and friends of
Miss Simpson, and memorial




MISS WOODMEN RANGERETTE CONTEST
Please return this application to Mrs. Marilyn Herndon,
1620 Kirkwood Or., Murray, Kentucky, 42011, by September
29, 1918.
DATE 
NAME  Oats of Birth 
ADDRESS  Phone _
PARENT'S NAME 
NAME OF SCHOOL GRADE  
HOBBIES
Dean Buchanan, of Hen-
derson, will speak in a
series of meetings at the
Hickory Grove Church of
Dean Buchanan
C rist. Sept. 25 through Oct.
1 Services will begin at 7:30
i.ch evening.
On Oct. 1st in addition to
e evening services, Bible
Lasses will be conducted at
9:50 a.m. and preaching at
10:50 a.m. A gospel singing
The Murray Band Boosters
will sponsor a uniform sale on
Tuesday, Sept. 26, at 7:00 p.m.
in the Middle School Band
room.
All parents wishing to buy or
sell black pants and white
shirts are asked to be present
at that time. Persons selling
pants and shirts should label
them with the size and price
desired for the garment, a
band spokesman said.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon, EDT, Palmy , 'furnished to the
Ledger & Tunes by First of Michigan.
Corp., of M trra) , are as follows
TYPE OF TALENT 
FUTURE AMBITIONS (What you would like to be
when you grow up) 
Please return this application to Mrs. Marilyn Her-
ndon, 1620 Kirkwood Dr., Murray, Kentucky.
42071. by September 29, 1978.
Contest date is October 15, 1978
Murray Attorney To Speak
On Small Claims Court
Bill Phillips, Murray at-
torney, will speak to Joan
Maupin's Home Economics
class at Murray State
University on the subject of
"The Consumer's Use of the
Small Claims Court", on
Thursday, Sept. 21. Ms.
Maupin's class is composed of
will begin at 2:30 p.m.
Mr. Buchanan preaches
,for the Church of Christ in
Henderson, where he con-
ducts a daily radio program,
Monday through Friday. He
also edits the Bible Voice, a
weekly publication.
The public is invited to




Air Products  114-41.
Amencan Motors 
Ashlahd 011 01k law
American Telephone  411+%
Bonanza.. .. 7AtiR 701A
Cllirysler.,. ..
Ford Motor 4446+ Ai
GA?....
General care 101.h 17t.is
General Dynamics . I"- ta- -
General Motors .. UN an
General 71re
(loodrieh . 2/ arc




Quaker Oats • 251k + %
TaPPwl 9% One
Wal-Mart .. a% WIC
Wendyl . . 111%k 77%a
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Markel NM.. Service
Sept 10.1971
Kentucky Purchase Ana Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Ilktykei
Roceit:iikAct. NM Ed. IN narrows &
GI its than Das* Andy
L'S 1-2 XS-230hr f140.23-41 YD
fete 04071
US 34 300.210 !be $49 00-49
U52.4 240220 lb. 048 on-45 on
EJS 3-4 9104110 ' 147 Wen nr
Sows
US 1-2 V0400 lbe $41
US 1-3 E.40111b, $40s o -
US 1-3 420400 lbs NI SO 42,50
US 1-3 300450 lha 142.3043.51
Ir w $44 00
. US 300400 Its' $lo 51.400





















juniors and seniors studying
consumer problems.
According to Phillips, the
Small Claims Court was
created out of the judicial
reform legislation and
provides an informal court
procedure for settling disputes
involving $500 or less. The cost
of filing a law suit is $10, ac-
cording to Phillips, and the
other party is served by mail,
which keeps the cost of
litigation low.
Thereafter, Phillips stated,
the parties tell their story to
the District Judge who makes
a decision either dismissing
the claim or granting a
judgment for one party
against the other, which then
may be enforced.
It is extremely important
for all people to be aware of
this right which the state
legislature makes available
to them," concluded Phillips.
Senate Beats Back Attempts
To Sidetrack Natural Gas Bill
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Senate on Tuesday beat back,
59-39, an attempt to sidetrack
the bill deregulating natural
gas which the Carter ad-
ministration has made a top
domestic priority.
The vote rejected a bid by
opponents to return the
compromise — removing
federal price lids from newly




Senate leaders said that
would have killed the bill.
The test vote keeping alive
the plan was a clear victory
for the president, who said .._.
enactment is vital to U.S.
prestige abroad, to finding
new domestic gas supplies and
to curbing oil imports.
Opponents, who had con-
ceded in advance that the
Accepts Church Pastorate White House would win the
The Rev. Joe Pat Win-
chester, son of Mr. and Mrs.
E. D. Winchester of Murray
Route Five, has accepted the
pastorate of the Baptist
Church at Lake City, and
Rev. Joe Pat Winchester




Printing Company in Murray
before selling the business in
December of 1976. He has been
active in the work of the
Baptist church, having served
as deacon at Salem Church for
several years. He attended
Belmont College, Nashville,
Tenn., and went with a team of
Baptist ministers and laymen
on a mission to Trinidad two
years ago.
The new minister has held
several offices in the Blood
River Baptist Association. He
is a graduate of New Concord
High School and is married to
the former Hilda Wyatt,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Aubrey Wyatt of Murray.
They have two sons, Randy,
student at Murray State
University and married to the
former Carolyn Bell of
Radcliff, and Mark, senior at
Calloway County High School;
and one daughter, Pam,
eighth grade student at South-
west Calloway Elementary
School.
Rev. Winchester and his
family will be moving to Lake
City this week.
On Sunday, Sept. 24, at 2:30
p.m. Rev. Winchester will be
ordained at the Salem Baptist
Church, Lynn Grove, where he
received his license to preach
on Nov. 13, 1977. Since that
time, he has preached at
various churches in the
region.
first vote, were reportedly
reconsidering their plan to
offer additional recommittal
motions in light of the wide




to Senate conferees to strike
the pricing provisions which
are the heart of the legislation
and to return to the floor a bill
merely giving the president
emergency powers to deal
with natural gas shortages.
The legislation is being
opposed by an unusual
coalition of consumer-oriented
liberals who claim it would be
too costly to consumers and by
conservatives from producing




(Continued From Page One
normals — daytime highs in the 80s arid
overnight lows in the 50s and 60s.
The seasonal outlook for September
through November from the National
Weather Service indicates a 60 percent
chance of fall temperatures averaging
below the seasonal normal in the state.
The crop service said unusual
weather in Kentucky seems to be
almost the norm recently.
Last January's record snow was
followed by a record cold February —
which nonetheless was among the
driest on record.
A late, wet spring delayed planting of
most major crops by 10 days to two
weeks, but starting in early June there
was a prolonged dry period, especially
in western Kentucky.
Despite heavy rainfall last month, the
drought continued in the Purchase area
of western Kentucky, where corn yields
were sharply reduced.
Murray South Branch
Hopkins yule Federal Savings aiid Loan
Thu rsdayand Friday -
September 21st & 22nd
11100 a.m.-6 p.m.
°Come to visit our new QUARTERS at our
Murray South Branch and we'll give you n
shiny new QUARTER. 
*Uncirculated Eisenhower Dollar to by
given away BEE with a $100.00 or more
deposit in a ne- w or existing Passbook ac-
count or any certificate purchase.
*Register for 8250.00 that will be given
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GIANT TOMATO — Although most gardens locally
succumbed to the rigors of a hot, dry summer, Pat Farley,
left, Route 8, Murray, managed to grow some tomatoes
that could be called giants by some standards. Some of
Fancy's fruit weighed two pounds each and measured up
to 17% inches in circumference. Some of the plants stood
nine feet high. Here Farley shows off some of his prize
tomatoes with his grandson Michael Joe Farley. Farley
said the "Ponderosa" variety tomato plant that produced
huge fruit was obtained from Allen McCoy of 1511
Sycamore, Murray.
Vets Counselor Coming Here
David Brien, a veterans
counselor of the Kentucky
Department for Human
Resources, Kentucky Center
for Veterans Affairs, will be
present Sept. 21 at the
Department for Human
Resources in Murray to
assist veterans and their
dependents with claims as a
result of their military
service.
He will be present from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m.
Hypnotist To
Appear At MSU
Hypnotist James J. Mapes,
the former stage, film, and
television actor who now
presents his "The Power of
the Mind" program more
than 200 times a year, will
appear twice at Murray
State University Monday,
Sept. 25.
He will entertain at 5 p.m.
in Winslow Cafeteria with a
teaser show, followed by a
performance at 7:30 p.m. in
the Student Center
auditorium. Both programs
.are open to students and the
public at no charge.
His visit to the campus is
sponsored by the Student
Government Association as
part of the Insight Lecture
series.
Mapes first became in-
trigued with the mysteries of
the mind at the age of seven
when he predicted the fate
of a close relative.
While a student at
California State University,
he became interested in
hypnotism when a hypnotist
helked him lose 96 pounds
and quit smoking three
packages of cigarettes a day
through self-hypnosis.
He earned the M. A.
degree in theatre arts and
followed an acting career for
some time, including roles in
such television favorites as
"Gunsmoke," "Star Trek,"
"Bonanza," and "Mission
Impossible" and the movie
entitled "Three Days of the
Condor."
After studying hypnosis in
London in 1969, Mapes
combined that medium with
his flair for showmanship
and his fascination with the
human mind, in the program
that has earned him
recognition as an out-
standing entertainer.
Besides entertainment, he
sees the show's most im-
portant role as destroying
the superstitions and
misconceptions surrounding
hypnosis and ESP (ex-
trasensory perception). In
fact, he denies the existence
of ESP, preferring to refer
to the ability as ISP (in-
trasensory perception).
He explains that ISP
comes from instinct,
emerging from the deepest
regions of the five senses,
with nothing extra involved.
He contends that all humans
are born with the instinct
but lose it unless it is
acknowledged and utilized.
Mapes has written a book
on hypnosis and is the
founder and director of the
New York Center for
Hypnosis and Mind Control.
In addition to working with
members of the psychiatric,
medical, and law en-
forcement professions, he
has helped many well-known
people overcome problems
and is often a keynote
speaker to big corporations
on the subject of motivation.
Fourth Civic Music Association Concert
To Feature Pianist Horacio Gutierrez
The fourth concert in this
year's Murray Civic Music
Association concert series
will feature Horacio
Gutierrez, pianist. It is set
for 815 p.m. Dec. 5.
Born in Havana, Cuba,
Gutierrez launched his in-
ternational career when he
received a silver medal at
the Tchaikovsky competition
in Moscow in 1970. He was
the only contestant to give




He has appeared on the
major concert stages, with
most of the leading or-
chestras, and his highly
acclimaed tours of Europe,
South America, Israel, and
the USSR have brought
immediate return in-
vitations. He is also a






during the 1978-79 season
includes performances with
the orchestras of Cleveland,
Chicago, Boston, Cincinnati,
Montreal, Houston, Denver,
Edmonton and San Antonio.
In addition to his other
recital engagements across
the United States and
Canada, Gutierrez will
return to Carnegie Hall in
November to give his fourth
New York recital. He has
been called "the young
Horowitz."
His European
engagements for the fall
include performances with
the London Philharmonic
and Walter Weller and in
Paris with the Orchestre
National and Lorin Maazel.
In April he will appear in
Copenhagen with the
Zealand Symphony.
Peter Nero Highlights '78-'79
PCC Lillian Lowry Focus Series
Pianist Peter Nero and his
trio will headline the 1978-79
Lillian Lowry FOCUS
Performing Arts Series .at
Paducah Community
College.
Scheduled to appear in
Paducah at 8:15 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 9, in the
Paducah Tilghman High
School auditorium, Nero has
added a new dimension and
respectability to "pop"
music with his consummate
artistry and total command
of the keyboard. One critic
said, "He (Nero) is the
Vladimir Horowitz of pop
music. His approach to the
piano is in the true tradition
of the great virtuosos."
As an arranger and
composer, he continues to
keep up with the times by




However, while the name
Peter Nero generally brings
to mind fantastic piano
virtuosity and imaginative
arrangements, his musical
genius goes far beyond his
magical control over the
keys, for he has already
proven himself a master as
composer, symphony con-
ductor, and most recently as
a rock artist.
Nero performs in more
than 100 concerts around the
world each year, and his
hectic schedule reflects his
Bonanza of Bargains
Throughout The Downtown Area!
ever-expanding diver-
sification as a musical ar-
tist, blending his familiar
repertoire of jazz and
contemporary classics with
innovative versions of the
latest rock tunes.
In addition to concert
tours of maior city
auditoriums, Nero is in
great demand for ap-




stints, he has co-starred with
David Brenner, Raquel
Welch, and Bernadette
Peters, as well as in concert
with Johnny Mathis.
Also included in the 1978-79
performance schedule will
be the Actors Theatre of
Louisville in a March 31
presentation of the musical
production "Gold Rush."
Two other presentations
will be included in the series
and will be announced when
tickets go on sale Oct. 2.
The price of a season ticket
will be $12 per adult and $6
per student. Patron's
privileges require a
minimum donation of /25
and include reserved seats
at all performances.
Admission to individual
events, if available, will be
priced on a scale to be
announced at a later date.
Paducah Community
College presents the Lillian
Lowry FOCUS Performing
Arts Series with the
financial assistance of the
Kentucky Arts Commission,
the National Endowment for
the Arts, and the Paducah




radio voice of Murray State
University, has announced
several schedule changes for
fall programming to begin
Oct. 1.
Located at 91.3 on the FM
dial, the station will offer a
variety of new programs,
including recordings of the
Chicago Symphony, New
York Philharmonic, and San
Francisco Opera.





















fall will be "Adventures in
Good Music," the highest
rated classical music
program in the United
States, and series profiling
the music and lives of
Arturo Toscanini and Bruno
Walter.
WKMS is a nonprofit,
noncommercial service of
Murray State. It offers a
diverse schedule of more
than 50 different programs.
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IT'S CAPTAIN CLARK NOW — Linda Fay Clark (left), associate professor of nursing at
Murray State University, takes the oath as she is commissioned a captain in the Army
Nurse Corps of the US. Army Reserves. Administering the oath is Geneva Cooper, in-
structor of nursing at Murray State, a first lieutenant in the Army Nurse Corps of the
U.S. Arms, Reserves.
Lintla Fay Clark, associate
professor of nursing at
Murray State University,
has been commissioned a
captain in the Army Nurse
Corps of the U.S, Army -
Reserves.
She has been assigned to
the 807th Combat Support
Hospital Unit in Paducah.






Murray State faculty in 1972,
formerly taught nursing at
Paducah Community
College. She has also served
as a member of the
professional nursing staff at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A native of Calloway
County, she earned the B.S.
in Nursing degree at Murray
State, the Master's in
Nursing degree at the
University of Florida, and
the S.C.T. degree at Murray
State.
She teaches maternal-child
nursing at Murray State, as
well as prepared childbirth.
Mrs. Clark is a member of
several professional
organizations. She has had
several articles published in
nursing journals.
Scientists Say They May Have Developed
Chemical Test To Diagnose Schizophrenia
By WARREN E. LEAKY
AP Science Writer
MIAMI BEACH, Fla.
— Scientists say they hat,
developed a simple chemica-
test to diagnose
schizophrenia, a group of
mental disorders believed to
affect millions of people.
Dr. Rajendra Varma, a
biochemist with Warren
State Hospital in Warren.
Pa., said Sunday that a
chemical test of urine would
help back up traditional,
imprecise ways of
diagnosing the disorder such
as watching for changes in
behavior and attitudes over
a period of time.
She said she knew of no
other similar chemical tests
Schizophrenia is a group
of mental disorders that
affect people in varying
degrees. The condition can
occur at all ages, but most
frequently begins to appear
in young adults.
Sometimes brought on by
a traumatic event or another
change in a person's life,
schizophrenia can be ex-
pressed as a detachment
from reality, difficulty in
making logical associations
and a decreased range of
emotion.
Doctors treat the disorder
primarily with drugs and
psychotherapy.
Ms. Varma's work in-
volves measuring the level
of glucuronic acid in the
urine. Studies of 60 male
schizophrenics showed that
it was significantly lower in
72 percent of, them than in
30 normal. males, she said at
a briefing during the
national meeting of the
American Chemical Society.
"As the patient recovers,
the values should go up and
these values could be
coordinated with other tests
to check the progress of
treatment," Ms. Varma said
in an interview.
Tests so far have been
with white men age 25 to 45,
but work with women is
expected soon, she said.
Females normally have
lower levels of glucuronic
acid, so males were used
first to better test the
method.
In recent years, scientists
have been looking at
possible biochemical causes
of schizophrenia, focusing on
changes in brain chemistry
that affect how information
is processed or transmitted.
Glucuronic acid is a
glycosaminoglycan protein
substance that is a com-
ponent of th blood-brain
barrier and certain nerve-
cell sites in the brain.
These substances are
made naturally in the
central nervous system, but
studies show they undergo




changes, Ms. Varma said.
Changes in brain
chemistry that could be
involved in schizophrenia
therefore could be of genetic
or environmental origin, or
both.
"The brain is the organ
primarily involved in
schizophrenia," Ms. Varma
said. "Since the, brain is not
accessible to chemicar,
analysis in the live patientst
analysis of the body fluid'
provides an alternative
approach."
However, she added, no
clinical test is 100 percent
accurate and she hopes to
design hers so it can be
used routinely in conjunction
with other diagnostic
methods.
Kentucky Drivers Need To Notify
Officials Of Address Change
Failure to notify the state
Division of Driver Licensing
of a recent change in your
name or address could leave
you without a valid license.
According to licensing
director Eugene Hodges,
Kentucky law requires that all
drivers in the state report any
change in their name or ad-
dress within ten days to the
division's office in Frankfort.
"Since computers handle
the job of notifying motorists
that it's time to renew their
license, correct mailing in-
formation is essential,"
Hodges said.
"A delay in receiving the
notice could mean that you
would forget to have the
license renewed," he said.
Ten counties mail the actual
license to the driver and
require only the circuit clerks
signature and driver's photo
to make it valid. Those




"We're saving a lot of the
clerks time by handling the
license this way," Hodges
said. "But the system gets
bogged down when a driver
doesn't get his license because
of incorrect mailing in-
Take toSAY-RITE'S Super-saving
the road with





Features PLL (Phase Lock Loop) circuitry, S/RF
meter and switchable ANL
• S/RF Meter shows relative Receive and Transmit signal strength
• Switchable ANL (Automatic Noise Limiter) reduces ignition type noise
• Quick release mounting system
—Removable DC power cord
—Thumb screw release from mounting bracket
• Lighted Channel Indicator





0 With Lighted S/RF Meter, PA-Public Address, Switchable
ANL,quick release mounting system and three
AT4,111: Feature-packed
1;7?. 40-Channel Two-way Radio
With Lighted S/RF Meter, PA-Public Address, Switchable
ANL, quick release mounting system and three
e r: position PA-CB switch.
• Lighted .S/RF Meter • -Switchable ANL (Automatic Noise Limiter)
• Three Position PA-CB switch • Receiver Sensitivity: .5 V to produce
500 Mw audio output • Lighted Channel Indicator • Emergency
Ch. 9 color coded for rapid identification
40 Channel Citizens Sand Two-
way radio with large LED
Channel display, large, back-
lighted Sifir Meter and Three
Position PA-CB switch.
40 Channel Citizens Band Two-
way Radio with built-in Mic
pre-amp power. LED Channel
readout, Noise Blanker, Three
position Delta Tune Switch for
fine tuning of receiver fre-
quency.
Compact 40 Channel Citizens
Band Two-Way Radio with
digital 8mm LED Channel read-
out and "Red rifler" lo reduce
bright light washout
• No installation required . no holes
to drill • Magnet Mount holds antenna
in place • In-line connector for
antenna placement flexibility—trunk.
'not or hood • Completely pre-wired
• 42" Stainless steel tapered whin
antenna • Chrome plated die-cast
metal base with heavy duty magnet
• Tuneable for optimum SWR • Indi-
vidually factory tuned
Mobile CB Antenna with
3-Location Mounting
Capability
• Three-way mount OpflOnS gutter,
trunk Of roof mount • Pre-wired
assembly • 40 or 73 Charinel.compai-
ibilify • 33 Inch stainless steel
Ispored whip antwrina • Heavy duly
stainless steel shock spring • Stuo
on base washer prevents cable twist-
ing In assembly • Molded base coil
assembly for weatherproofing • Oust
resistant trunk cap • Muer guard cap
• Turmahl• for optimum SWR
formation."
Hodges said that motorists
not receiving their new license
in the mail must visit their
circuit clerk's office and have
a new one prepared.
Persons writing the division
about changes should include
the following information: full
name, new and old address,
date of birth and license
number.
Inquiries should be ad-
dressed to: Bureau of Vehicle




• Versatile for slicing. chopping. shredding, grating,
, blending. grinding. mincing, mixing
• Does its work in a fraction of the lime currently required
for hand operations
• Two-in-One Reversible Disc has slicing side and shredding sid
stainkiss steel Knife Blade for grinding and chopping
• STAYS ON switch for continuous operation plus PULSE
ON switch for momentary on-off operation
• In less than 60 seccinds. It shreds. 2 lb heitd of Cabbage
for col@ slaw or chops a pound of raw beef cubes for





















































































1 Close-upTOOTHPASTE AND MOUTHWASH IN ONE
CLOSE-UP TOOTHPASTE





















Ace brushes are specially
made so every stroke bnngs out
the bright, natural sheen of your
hair. In all popular styles.









































Geritol has a free offer. It s *
FP
E07....1 
Keep Fit America: the exercise *
program recommended by the * 
Tat President s Council on Physical *
pttqslt Fitness) Gritaoni d Sports. Get it in *







































































































































































































TOMATO SOUP...! t.... 10 OZ. 5/$1
SWEET SUE
CHICKEN & DUMPLINGS 24 OZ.79C
DEL MONTE
FE!AINE HALVES 1601. 49c
MO 

















NUT CORN — 120Z 3/1
TIDE
klutilbEGENT $129
IGA TABLERITE BUTTERMILK OR SWEET MILK
BISCUITS 63 °Z. 79c
MARGARINE QUARTERS .118. 39c
NATURES BEST








WILL MAKE YOUR DAY
ISA ORANGE 
JUICE 12 OZ. 69c iringliELLs 49c
TATER TOTS... 79c wHIP 9 OZ. 69c
riTil PLEASER DINNERS 190Z. 99c
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Poison Coital . 753-1538
Solt Citizens 153-0929
keen.  153-NEED












All d iDs pLliaNyE ads,S
classilied displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12


























































































Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle
non nom IMMO













led30 Tibetan 43 Pas mate
44 Marshesgazelle
32 Airplane part 45 Silkworm
33 Pigpen 44 Caroled
36 Three-toed -47 Seize Co,
sloth log
37 Ghost 48 Mature
38 Painter 49 Inlet


































DON'T DIE without a will!
Blank will form protects
Your family 2 forms only
$3 guaranteed! Order
today!! National Reports
Box 246, Niagara Falls,
N.Y. 14302.
GLASS WORK. Auto glass
installed, store front work,
custom made picture
frames, tub and shower
enclosurers, storm doors




mirrors. Patio doors repair
or replace Also small
home improvement work.
M 8. G Complete Glass, 816








50' off Tech fair 1141111 ad. (LT)
Have A Place To












For any type of driveway
rock, decorative rock, rip rap.




WHAT WE do best is care
Needline, 753 6333.
3. CARD OF THANKS
WE WOULD LIKE to thank
our wonderful neighbors
and friends for their many
acts of kindness in the loss
of our daughter and sister,
_Pamela Crittendon. We do
not know the words to
express our deep ap-
preciation to all the people;
not only for the beautiful
flowers, but also to those
who brought food and gave
words of comfort. A special
thank you to all of those in
Calloway County, Graves
County, and in Paducah
who held special prayer
groups for Pam and the
rest of the familly. We
thank the Sophomore Class
and F.H.A. Class at Sedalia
High School for their
thoughttullness and kind-
ness, as well as the Bell
City Acteens. We thank the
pallbearers as well as Bro.
Bill Whittaker and Mrs.
Oneida White. We also like
to say thank you to Mrs.
Mary Roberts. A special
--thank you to the Max
Churchill Funeral Home for
their most appreciated
assistance and service.
May our loving God bless
each and every one of you.
The Family of Pam Crit-
4. HELP WANTED
EXPERIENCED painters,
steady wet, for interview,
call 753-08311 or 753-5287.
HOUSE KEEPER, one or
two days a week. Own
transportation, and must
have referenceS. Call 753-
4090 after 5 pm. 
SEWING MACHINE
Operators. Sewing ex
perience prefered . but not
necessary. full time. Apply














Chrysler, 2035 S. Irvan
Cobb Drive, Paducah.
Call 1-442-5423 ask for
--W.-G. Stacy
1$. ARTICLES FOR SALE
4 NEW MAG. Polished
Aluminum wheels. 14 inch
with 2 L 60-14 Goodyear
white letter tires, S160..-
Phone: 753-7393.
SMITH & WESSON model
10, 38 special, 4" heavy
barrel. New in box, $125.
Colt official ;splice 38
special, very good shape,
$90. Call 753-1410.
• 
stassosouts mon soli ma
[t ,17R111 11,v1,5
102 N. 4th 753-5397
USED 1967 or later VW
motor. Call 753 7581 after 4
pm.
23" ZENITH COLOR tv,
$65. 1966 Riviera Buick,
$300. Call 492-8648.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
COUCH, chair, lamps, end
tables, refrigerator, and
other items. Call 753-7785
TWO PIECE 'Firing room
suit, 550. 437-4214.
WANTED BABYSITTER
In my home afternoon
shift. Two children. Call
753-9924 after 4 30 pm.tendon.
S. LOST 8. FOUND
LOST: LADIES SMALL
Black clutch purse. Lost in
the vacinity of 4th and
Main. Contains important
papers and identification. If





Wednesdays from 9 am till










opening for R.P., ARRT. to
work in Trigg County
Community HoSpital, CadiZ,
Ky Call involved, inquires
treated confidentially,
salary negotiable. Contact
Mr. John Sims, 1-522-3215




light weight block work.
Chestnut Hill Shopping
Center, Murray Ky. First
building will be a K-Mart,
Pay 50 cents per hour
above union scale. Call 759
4590 between 7 am and 3:30
pm.
MAIM
- LiA4EN tiOt. FEE. 's6
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person. No phone calls
please. Murray Tailor
Shop, 418 Main 
WANTED MAID. Full or
part time, merit pay, class
bonus plan, apply in person
at Regal 8 Inn 517 S. 12th.
No phone calls please.
9. SITUATIONS WANTED
INNOVATIVE, responsible,
honest 22-year old male






openings in the City of
Murray. Contact Ray
Armatys at 901 587 6673.
11. INSTRUCTIONS
AM LOOKING for guitar
students - all styles - all
ages. Contact Monte Fisher
at Chuck's MUSIC, 753-3682.
HOW INTELLIGENT are
you' Self-scoring test
reveals I.Q. in 45 minutes!
Send s3 today.
guaranteed! National
Reports, Box 246 Niagara





serving West Kentucky and
Tennessee Representing
'GOLDEN RULE LIFE INS.
CO. Phone 753-7273.
MONEOWNERS INSURANCE
25*. DISCOUNT If YOU
QUALITY $11 WAYNE WILSON
801 M I INFORMATION.
WILSON jINSUCANCI AND
REAL EST II 302 N. 12TH.
753-3243
14. WAN i TO BUY
COUPLE WANTS water
front, three bedroom, two
bath or larger brick home.
Will pay cash or terms. Up
to 200 acres adjoining or
seperate location also
desired. Write Thomas
Patton, 252 E. Bolivar Dr.
Baton Rouge, La. 70815 No
Agents 
•
OLD WALKING canes, and
used Winchester .22
Single-shot rifle. Call 753-
1410.
TOP PRICES paid for hay.
Round or square bales. Will
pick up or buy delivered.
449-2663
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
ANTIQUE RADIO, table
lamps with matching end
tables, 2 coach lights for
home Call 753-47344, 
200 AMP service pole.
Complete, call 753-5017 or
753-8130
20 B DOZER with two
blades and rake, a Phelan






Call 753 8429 after 5 pm•
243 SOL Rifle.- 3 X 9
varriable scope. Rifle like




damaged One pair of
Chevy van slats. Call 489
2413
We Buy, Sell Or Trade
Used Furniture or Ap-
pliances




Service in Paducah call 1-




FOR SALE Tobacco and
tomato sticks. Call 489 2126.
TWO 500 BU grain bins.
Call Leroy Todd at 753-9146
or evenings, 753-8943
20. SPORTS EQUIP.
NEW SET OF right handed
MG Lite McGragor golf
irons. Retail value at $315,
but- will sell at $275 or best
offer. Call 759 1291 after 5
pm.
22. MUSICAL
FOR SALE: Noblet clarinet
and case. Call 767 2030.
MUSIC LESSONS:
Immediate openings for
piano, organ, or voice
lessons. Experienced
teaching with degrees in
music. Private lessons age
6 and up.-beginners to
advanced Rental purchase





couch, S50. Color tv set,
early American, 5-40. 6
drawer dresser, antique




frost tree Call 753-9445
after  S pm.
•




beige,and a black with
mink collar _Also nice fall





cannot be beat anywhere
Shop for yourself and see.
Open Friday's till 8 00.
Clayton's, Dixieland
Shopping Center, 753 7575. 
8 TRACK playerrecorder,
including mikes, phones,
and tapes. Call 436-2121.
24. MISCELLANEOUS
FREEZER BEEF Choice
grain fed aged beef Front
quarter 79 cents a pound,
whole or side 89 cents a
pound. Hind quarter 99
cents a pound hanging
weight. Food stamps ac
cepted. We also do custom
slaughtering. Paris Meat
Processing, 642-8201 One














Author of 5 books, world
recognized authoriity, Free
details- National Reports,
Box 246, Niagara Falls,
N.Y. 14302.
27. MOS. HOME SALES
TWO BR Mobile home, 1/2
bath, coppertone kitchen,
eyelevel oven, washer and
dryer, gas and electric
heal. All new carpets. Cal
759 4005 or 753-5816.
12 X 60 TWO BR. utility
room, loads of cabinets and
closets plus coat closet.
Wall parier,.., big water
heater, excRtitnt
Shown by aapointmeht
only Call 4119 2774 afte*
5:30 pm
27. MOB. HOME SALES
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home on lovely a. acre
landscaped lot. Great in
vestment at $1000, and take
over payments. Call 753-
4736 anytime.
1975 12 X 60, 2 BR, all
electric, unfurnished, like
new. Call 753 3280 before 5
pm.
12 X 60, THREE BR, gas,
partly furnished, nice
drapes and carpet, airvand
appliances. Extra nice, call
753-4074 or 753-1877.
12 X 50 mobile home, all
electric, excellent condition,
central heat and air. Call
492 8378 or 492•8555.
12 X 60 mobile home. Call
435-4124.
10 X 55 MAGNOLIA, 2 BR,
eittod contitatay $2900. See at
Riveria Ct. or call 753-2380
before 5 pm.
12 X 58, two bedroom, dish-
washer, disposal, air
conditioner, stove, and
refrigerator, $6850. Call 759-
1915.
28. MOB. HOME RENTS
TRAILER ON Blood River
Lake, electric heat and air,
S40 per month thru the
winter. Call 436-2427.
TWO BR, 12 X 65 mobile
home, 24 X 24 family room
Call 436 2310 after 12 noon.
12 X 65, THREE BR
mobile home for rent.
Deposit and references






275 sq. ft. frontage. Call
759-1429 9-5 daily.
31. WANT TO RENT 
ROW CROP land. Call 489
2663.
WANT TO SHARE house
near MSU with adult
female graduate or faculity
member. Call Rebakah
Blaine, 753-8325, 8-5 and




pasture Will pay top price..
Call 489-2663.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
FURNISHED ONE
bedroom apartment near




bedrooms. Close to campus
Call 753 7276.
THREE FEDERAL
housing, 2 BR unfurnished
apartments available in
October Under the 236
program. Inquire or call
Murray Mandr LTD
Duguid Rd., 753 8668
36. RENT OR LEASE
SPACIOUS 's ACRE corner
lot for trailer between hwy
94 east and 280 near East
Elementry School Wooded
area on west side of lot









WE BUY AND sell
livestock. Top prices Paid




tri colored, male $95.
female, 180 Call Napkin-
sville, 1-886 5032
FOR SALE. Toy terrier -
Fox terrier pups.' Excellent
companions for children or
adults. Good squirrel dogs 
Call753-6505 after 5pm.
t,
FOR SALE: Pure bred
,iffispelayans. Call 1 522 8004
hfghtst.and 1-522-3232 days..
-4POOD'LOOKING, well-bred
' coonhound puppies, 9 weeks
old Call 489 2462.
Openings Exist, for critical care and
staff RN's on 3-11 and 11-7 shifts.
Prefer experience but will provide ex-
tensive training for those Wanting to go
into the units. Excellent salary,„
benefits, working conditions. For ad-




1530 Lone Oak Road
Paducah, Ky. 42001
502-444-2127
qii,i1 ripportunit‘ Fniplo‘ i.r
RARE FAWN COLORED
Doberman Pinscher pup
pies. AKC registered, ex-
tremly fine blood line. Also
some blacks. Call 901-64/-
2277, days or 901 586 5413
nights.
TWO GERMAN Shepherd
dogs, AKC registered. Call
753-0747 after 3 pm.
41. PUBLIC SALES
CARPORT SALE, 1207
Peggy Ann Dr., Thursday
and Friday. 
TWO PARTY Garage sale.
Sept. 22, 23 and 24. 1045
Panorama Dr., Panorama
Shores.
YARD SALE on Fri. and
Sat. Sept. 22 and 13, from
8:30 -? Some antiques, 3rd
house past New Providence
Riding Club. Call 492-8500.
YARD SALE: 1624 College
Farm Rd. Fri. 4:30 till




all sizes, plants and
miscellaneous items.
YARD SALE, 1409










Just Listed - 5
room, 3 bedroom, 1
bath on 10 acres in-
cluding barn, out-
buildings, pond, cen-
tral heat & air. Only
25,500. Call us for an
ppointment.
Weekenas A Evenings Coll
Joe II  436 5616
Bud Noll 753 4868
Pew Mayity 753 s624
Don Tucker 753 1930
25 ACRES WITH several
beautiful building sites and
.over 1300 ft. of highway
frontage. Located within
minutes of Ky. Lake.
Priced at S15,000. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753-
1222. We provide a com-








Vs ith The Fris-4dly Touch"
3 bedroor By., 2
baths, den
w/firepla formal
living r ., kitchen,
_central g s heat iSt cen-
tral fair. The
decorat rs touch to
every rom inclats,
paper, 4uswm drows
& skz. Quiet itbith-
borhood. " Call Today
For Appointment.
Boyd Majors Real
Estat , 105 N. 12th.
5 ACRES inside City
Limits. This property is




who buys this property has
built-in hedge against in
flation. Also included is
small home in good con





leaving town, needs to sell
now. Ideal house for young
couple or older person
This house will quality for
farmers home admination
loan Must see inside to
appreciate how nice the
house is. Miller Real
Estate, 24 hour phones






Just Listed - 3 BR,
bath, brick home
located on large
choice lot at the cor-
ner of 11th &
Fairlane. Shown by
appointment only.
Weekends A, Evenings Coll:





.large 3 bedroom, 2 bath
home on large lot, attached
garage, fireplace, central
heat and air, and many
nice features. Priced in
mid 40's. Located only
minutes from city limits on








With The Friendly Touch"
GOO) LOOKING 6
room, 3 bedroom brick
located just 2 miles SE
of Murray on 0121. Kit-
chen w/lots of
cabinets, new built in
oven/range - den ad-
joins kitchen. 14 x 24
outside workshop -
storage building. ' 2
acre lot. Low 30's. Im-
mediate Possession.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
BET YOU thought you'd
never never find it...2
bedroom horns in excellent
Location. Priced in the low
feeis...Just waiting for you
to move in. Call LORETTA
JOBS REALATORS, 753
1492
4 BR HOUSE, Lynn Grove,
garage, storage, shop, well,
+4 acres, must sell,
moving business, $30,000
Call 753 9400
F P A CERTIFIED
KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST CONTROL









*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADINC BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLUSTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
4,




PRICE NAIR CUT $1.50
For Hospital& Noise Cells Phone 753 4013
Closed All Day: Wed
Saturday 7:30 til 500
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DRIVE BY and see this
new lake front home or.
Lakeshore Drive in
Keniana subdivision. 2000
sq ft of living area, brick,
central heat and air, three
bedroom, two bath.
DONALD R TUCKER
REALTOR. 502 Maple, 753-
4342.
HOUSE AND FOUR acreS,
fenced, nice setting, 15
minutes to Murray at
Puryear Tn. Call days, 901




bank making for low
energy bills. 2 bedrooms,
living room, kitchen and
oath...And as an added
bgriuS.i a two bay clean-up
shop. All plus 5,2 acres







at the corner of 3rd and
Main Streets and known as
the Wallis Grocery
Building, this is an ex-
cellent location for any
retail booiness. Priced
realistically at only $22,500.









CAN YOU KEEP a secret?
We can't - We want you to
know about 2 good
buys...one is a 2 bedroom,
1/2 bath, doublewide mobile
home located on approx. 2
acres.. .We also have a 2










NEW 3 BR Rock Veneer home in Fairview Acres
Subdivision. This is near completion. Well built of
high quality material on lot 12' x 256', 3 miles from
Murray off 121 Hwy. SE. It has large living room,
kitchen and dining area separately, lkt baths, and
enclosed garage. Possession with deed, at price you
can afford. Low 40's.
LOTS, LOTS, LOTS 34 to 1 acre lots some of the
finest in this area. Located on Old Salem Rd., with
beautiful trees, and lots of shade. These lots are
priced to sell at $6,000. Fine open lots in Fairview
Acres and Lynnwood Estates are $4500, convenient
to Murray. See these for a site to build your dream
house.
TWO BR MOBILE HOME located just west of
Lakeway Shores, Completely furnished on lot 100' x
200', has porch, 10' x 50' storage building, storm
cellar, also plenty of room to place another mobile
home or building on lar-friced to sell at $11,000.
New Three BR brick veneer home in Lynnwood
Estates. This is a home of large rooms on lot 106'
200'. We want you to see this home and compare.
Price $43,500.
LET US DISCUSS THIS development business with
you. 20.9 acres of prime development property, '/2
mile S of Oaks Country Club. This property is plot-
ted for 34 lots. Recorded in the County Clerk office
and approved.
A LARGE 3 BR BRICK home on 121 Hwy. just E of
Lynnwood Estates on large lot of 134 acres. This
property has a large like-new swimming pool. On-
wer will include pool at price of $47,000 or without




2 Miles SE on Hwy. 121
Telephone 753-7333
After Hours Call
Forest H. Shoulders 753-8071
Stanley Wilson 753-7133




Henry, Tennessee 10 miles south of Paris, Tenn.
Henry Auction House next door to the post office.
Thurs. Sept. 21, 1978 at 7:00 p.m.
THE LARGEST AUCTION OF ITS
KIND E'ER TO BE HELD
IN THIS AREA
NAME BRANDS
Rodiac, Buffale; Rockwell, Wen, Shopmate, Ram,
Ingersoll Rand, Cummins, IIT, SMC, Campbell
Hausfeld, Allied, Miller Falls, etc.
TOOLS
Air Compressors, Drill Presses, Roll around Bat-
tery Chargers, Roll around Tool Boxes, Floor
Jacks, vs" to 1" Air Impacts, 3/4" to 1/2" Electric Im-
pacts, ws" to 1" Socket Sets, Air di Electric Sander, -
Buffers, 3/4"-208"-v2" Drills, Wrench Sets, Sabre
Saws, Circular Saws, 1/2-3/4 di 1-2 HP Bench Grin-
ders, Come-a-longs, Impact Sockets, Routers, Belt
Sanders, Zip Guns, Hand Saws, Hand Impact
Drivers, Screwdriver Sets, pliers, Pipe Wrenches,
Cresents, Punch-Chisel Sets, 4"-5"-6" & 8" Vises,
Tape, Tap & Dye Sets, Ext. Cords, Rope, Jumper
Calbes, Drop Lights, Hydraulic Jacks, Hammers,
Deep well Sockets, Tune Up Kits, Drill Bits,
Soldering Guns, Gear Pullers, Battery Chargers,
Sledge & Ax Handles, Hammer Handles, Bolt Glit-
ters, Porta Powers Chain Hoists and lots more.
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
In dash AM & FM Radios, CB Radios, Stereo Units,
Tape Players, Radios, Windup Striking Clocks,
Silverware, Knife Sets, Cooker-Fryers, Crock Pots,
CB Antennas, Watches, Bibles, Coffee Pots, Pocket
Knives, Lots di Lots More.
YOU DON'T WANT TO MISS THIS SAI
SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
MIMS lif SALE CANON 
APPROVED onus
Not Responsible for accidents or Properts After 
Sold, Not respon-




M & S Wholesale




Col. Gary S. Beecham
Ph. 901-642-0919
Lic. 471
Auctioneer's Note: This offering can be inspected
one hour before sale time. This sale begins promp-
tly on time.
43. REAL ESTATE
South 12th at Sycamor•
TELEPHONE 753.1651
F.OUSE AND 6 ' ACRES
'fere is that rare home
ouying opportunity of a
good home plus acreage
plus close to town location
at a reasonable price
Three bedroom brick home
with central heat and air
and low utility bills. Lots of
the great outdoors with
apple trees, garden spots
and outside building
sui/able for horse stable or






LOVELY 3 bedroom, 2 bath
home in Lakeway Shores,
plush carpeting, nice kit-
chen with appliances, lake
privileges for residents,
this home is insulated
throughout wih Rh. R-19,
and R-21 and is one of the
best insulated homes
around. A 400 Amp breaker
box. Walls are on 8"
center, metal outside
















the Univ. The house is
exceptionally clean &
was recently painted




study & or game room.





fireplace, 1 block front
university. Great location
and home is in good con-
dition. Priced in the teens.
Phone KOPPERUD
REAL.TY, 753-1222. 
WE HAVE just listed a
reasonably priced two
bedroom home in a cential
location. This is in the
vicinity of 6th and Vine
street close to shopping
downtown, school and
hospital. The home in-
cluded the drapes,
refrigerator* stove and
dishwasher Call JOHN C.
NEUBAUER REALTOR,
206 N 4th St, 753-0101 or
753.7531 to see this good
buy.
IGuy Spann RealtyYour Key PeopleIn Reel Estate"753-7724901 Sycamore Murray, Ity
WILSON
42 errs fares with 3 ii brick
home. located South of
Murray on blacktop This form
has good tendeble lend, out
buildings House hes he
throat floors, control gas
heat, full basement. Good
location, reesonably priced
Just listed Oeks Estate 3
BR 2 bath home on mitre large
corner let. Central gel heat,
central air, hardwood floors
throughout, fireplace, island
kitchen with double . 3
car garage. All outside trim is
aluminum, maintenessce free
home. 60s.
?SI 1711 I lib 1.'9*,
44. LOTS FOR SALE
EXCELLENT CQRNER lot,
city water, located In
Westwood Subdivision
Reduced to only $7,19#
DONALD R TUCKER
REALTOR. 502 Maple, 753
4342. 
GOVERNMENT LANDS






Box 246, Niagisfa Fel*,
N.Y. 14302.
9-20 © 1978 United Feature Syndicate
HF.RF! HAS THE SUMMER C701\iE?'
44. LOTS FOR SALE
TWO LARGE lots in
Panorama Shores adjoining




45. FARMS FOR SALE 
40 ACRES of good land. 28
Vendable acres, some
timber, tobacco base, 2700
ft. hwy. frontage, old,
house, log smoke house,
many nice building spots. 1
mile from Ky. Lake, New
Concord area $26,000.
Charles B. McCuiston 753-
5124.
46. HOMES FOR SALE 
IMMEDIATE occupancy.
Quality built with luxury
features. Central gas heat
and electric air con-
ditioning. Three bedrooms,
two baths, fireplace, loads
of kitchen cabinets. Near
Murray High. KM Minerva.
Call 753-0196 or 753-7906.
47. MOTORCYCLES
MINI BIKE, will trade for
go-cart. Call 437-9505. 
1976 400 YAHAMA YZ,
$600. Call 489-2149.
49. USED CARS
1975 AUDI 100-LS, AM.FM-
tape, air conditioned, new
Mechilin tires, $2900. Call
753-9866 after 5 pm.
1968 CHEVELLE SS. good
condition. Call 437-9505.
1973 CONTINENTAL Town
Coupe, stereo, leather in-
terior, extra clean. Call
753-2936.
1970 CHRYSLER New
'Yorker. 4-door, fully loaded
and in exceptional con
dition, $650. Call Sid Jobs
Sr. 436.2180.
1956 CHEVROLET, 6 cyl ,






1969 CHEVY Nova, V 8
automatic and air, $350.
Call 753-3571 or 753-8124 .
after 5 pm.
1973 CADILAC. white, 4.
door, and a 1970 Pontiac,
excellent condition. Call
7V 5561.
1976 DATSUN 280-Z, loaded
with extras. Call (502)1
443-7915.
1978 LTD 1,1 Brougham, one
owner, 3,000 actual miles, 9




mileage, air and power,
excellent condition
throughout, $2300. Call 753-
3710  after 5 pm. 
1975 MUSTANG II, Mark I,
4 cyl, 4 speed, AM FM
'radio-tape, 28 mpg, $2650.
Call 1 898 3972.
49, USED CARS
1974 EL CAMINO, 46,000
miles, good condition. Call
753.5945 after 5 pm.
1968 FORD, 4-door,
automatic, power steering,




rA 4Th I i  "1 I 
49. 49, USED CARS $3. SERVICES OFFERED
1971 OLDSMOBILE, good




steering and brakes. AM
radio, air, .excellent con-
dition. 753-2810.
1974 PINTO, Squire wagon,
automatic, air, -nice, $165Q.
Call 753.3571 or 753-8124
after 5 pm.
1974 PINTO, automatic, air,
clean, one owner, $1450.
Call 753-8117. This is not
the one Ford is having
trouble with. 






radio, air conditioned, rear
window defrost, and
luggage rack. 753-3808.
Matthew 6:33 Jesus States
Seek Yea First The Kingdom Of God
If you are tired of serving Satan, God has a job for
you, telling the good news of His kingdom. The har-
vest is great but the laborers are few. Saturday ser-
vices 3 to 4 p.m. Bible classes 7 to 8 and 8 to 9
evenings, Special study or Bible answers anytime!
We are a group of people who love the Lord and are
teaching and studying the Bible.
BIBLE FACTS - 759-4600
God Is An Equal Opportunity Employer
• 
BARKLEY UKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate










Sat., Sept. 23, 10 a.m. at the Eva Mitchell home
place, 303 Cleveland St. just off of East Dateline Rd.
in the edge of Fulton, Ky.
Will Sell a house of extra nice furniture, appliances,
lots of little collectors items, like new Frigidaire
stove, refrigerator, home freezer, automatic
washer, other small appliances. Solid cherry
bedroom suite, Victorian love seat and matching
chair, little marble top tables, glass door china
cabinet, mahogany drop leaf dining table and chair,
color tv, this is just a small part of the items for
sale. For information contact




Saturday, September 23, 1978, 10:00 A.M.
Selling at the homeplace of the late Mr. William Kimbell on Latta Farms. Turn
East oft highway 45 North approximately 4 miles from Fulton on to Latta Farm
Reed and proceed approximately '/2 mile to sale.
Kenmore auto. washer & elect. dryer (matching set). Frigidaire No. 2113 refrigerator-deep freeze comb..
dinette table w/i. chairs, metal top side. table w/draser, ' dr. metal cabinet, glass door dish safe. cook-
ware, dishes. crockware. pottery, glasswares, small appb :aces, decks, Aladdin & kero table lamps, por-
table oil heater, canister vac. cleaner, 2 metal stools, dal utWtv cert. 2 metal step stools. antique
dresser, 4 drawer chest, 2 nite tablei, coffee table. magazine racks, 2smoke stands. TV trays, 2 platform
rockers, 1 recliner, artn rocker. 2 pc living room suite, 2 matdsbitt lank lamp., 3 pc. table group, lamp
tables, pole lamp, Admiral color console TV, 2 vanity Limps, 4 pc poster bedroom suite, 2 pc white
bedroom suite, ( complete), spool type bed complete, 10' s woet nig, quilts, spreads, linens.
1980 F3 50 Ford lurch w/ grain bed & sides, 1964 flies 4dr HT bnpale w/P & A V8 nitr.. 1966 F3 50 Ford!
ton truck whittle sides, 1964 Fennell 504 tractor i tricycl, freatand). No. 1701 international Hyd loader
2/bucket & fingers, New Holland 450 sickle mower, 3 pt utility carryall. International 4 wheel wagon.
!Aston 71 rotary mower, 2 rolls American fence wire, tractor umbrella, 200*-s." steel cable.,wood_wheel
wagon. Seed Easy 3 pt. 2 bu. tractor seeder, endless 8- bet, I ht *web and tires. 4-24- metal troughs, 4
lect motors, handy man lack buggy cbasis leather harness, 4 horse collars hand grease guns, Post hole
diggers.* be. 12 hole hog feeder, cream seperators, hog hailer, barb wire, kegs, mineral feeder, calf
creep feeder, step ladders. 10 pc 1" a 8" x 12', 2" x ft" x Er. hoes, rakes, shovels, squares, 4' I 8' partical
hoard, barrels, scales, house lack, bench vise, levels, sa,,s, braces, bits, draw knives, pruners, nails, 2
metal lawn chairs HP MIT) V" rhino, rnoww. (IT HP t ,rn riding rn,,,‘„,..
rEams, Cash or good personalized checks, concessions to ''ulton. South Fulton Jaycees
. Mrs. William Kimbell Latta Farms, Owners
For further information contact er
Ainley Auction It Realty Sales
205W. State Line 90I-479-29P. So. Fulton, TN
Col. John Cook Col. Doug Cook Col. Hubert Ninley Col Jim Breeden, Sales Mgr.
901-297-3636 901-297-2181, Auctioneer & Realtor 901-479-2402
+ +Planning an Auction. Need quick cash,
. List with us, we appreciato your business."
1974 PINTO, automatic,
Call 489-2595
1972 VW Super Beetle, air
conditioned, new tires,
excellent condition. Call
753-9567 after 5 pm.
SO. USED TRUCKS . 
1966 CHEVROLET long
wheel base pickup truck,
good bed and motor. Call
753-9688 after 4:30 pm. 
1973 CHEVROLET pickup.
Extra nice, power, air, tilt
wheel, long and wide,
$2450. Call 489-2595.
1977 CHEVROLET; 4 wheel
drive, steering, brakes, air,
speed. Call 753-3938. 
1966 DODGE pickup truck,
atuomatic, $350. Also a 1975
FMC model 150 Bowlens
lawn and garden tractor, 14
hp hydrastatic, with 42 inch
deluxe mower, tool bar
with attachments, $1700.
Call 753-6251 after 3 pm. 
1978 JEEP Cherokee, 4-
wheel drive, low mileage,
excellent condition. Call
753-3710 after 5 pm.
51. CAMPERS
WHITE CAMPER SALES.
Your local Starcraft dealer,
only a few 1978 models left
at discount prices. Com-
plete line of parts and
access. Non toxic anti-
freeze, 3.99 a gallon.
Located 4 miles E. of
Murray on Hwy.- -94. 753-
0605.
52. BOATS & MOTORS 
ALUMICRAFT fishing boat,
and Moody boat trailor.
Call 753.4770 after 4 pm. 
1974 BASS CAT Boat-16 ft.,
fully equiped and power by
115 hp Mercury. Price 13000
Will sell boat and trailer
alone for $1800. If in-
terested call 753-2915 after
5 pm.
NEED TREES cut? Lan
dolt Tree Service. Call
George Landolt, 753-8170. 
PIANO TUNING and
repair. Call Joe Jackson at
Chuck's Music Center, 753-




Also, dealers for Volcano
II, the most efficient wood
burner in America. Solar
King of Mayfield, 247-1253,
607 W. Broadway.
SERVICES33. 
OLFFTER E: • kROOFING,FA
shingles, water proofing ,
and mobile homes. 15 years i
experience. Call 435.4173. 
WATER WELLS. Smith
Call 1.527 1836 after 5 p.m..




WANTED. Junk cars. Call47 8
1965 GLASSPAR CABIN
Cruiser, 90 hp Mercury
motor and trailor. Call 437-
4420.





Insulation Inc., Rt. 7, Box
258, Murray, Ky. (502/-435-
4527.
BEFORE WET, cold
weather, white rock and
grade driveways. We have
any size limestone and pea-
gravel. Free estimates.
Call Clifford Garrison, 753
5429 after 4 pm.
BUSH HOGGING, North
Calloway Caunty and South




scaping and painting. Free
estimates, call 436-5570.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son-
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,




minor repair work by Cliff
.Heegel, Magic Hit





Custom Carpet Care. 489-
2774.
CALLOWAY. COUNTY
weekly trash pickup. You
throw it away, we'll haul it






estimates. Call 759 4085 or
753.5816.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to
24" below the ground,
leaving only sawdust and
chips. Call for free
estimate, Steve Shaw 753,
9490 or Bob Kemp, 435-4343. 
EXPERIENCED interior
and exterior painters with
references. Call 759-1748. 
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753 2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
FOR ANNUAL or monthly
pest control sevice, call






753.2310 for free estImateS.-
GET YOUR orderrn for
lime early. We haul from
Reeds. Fredonia. and Three
Rivers. Call 1 382 2646. We




those small jobs done? For
all your odd job needs call
753.8056.. 
'
J L BLACKTOP paying
and repairing..Ca)1.113-1537. 
LIC4NSED ELECTRICIAN





service, call Ernest White,
757-0605. 
ROOFING, excelfent
references. Call 753 1406




3 days from Hopkinsville, Ky.
Oct. 27-29, 1978
Oct. 27: Leave Hopkinsville Pennyrile Mall at 7
a.m. Will visit Springfield, flI., Lincoln's
Springfield, Lincoln Museum, Marriage home
and other places. Oct. 28: Will visit Oakridge
Cemetery, Oakland Cemetery, lunch at Clayville
Stagecpach stop, New Salem, attend the per-...
formance at Illinois Country Opry. Oct. 29: Will
lunch in Marion, Illinois, ride the Crab Orchard
and Egyptian Railroad.
FLORIDA CIRCLE
8 days from Hopkinsville, Ky.
Dec. 26, 1978-Jon, 1, 1979
Dec. 26: Leave Hopkinsville Pennyrile Mall 7
a.m. Drive through Nashville and Chattanooga
to Marietta. Dec. 27: Leave Georgia enter
Florida, go through Gainsville, overnight at
Riverside Hilton Inn. Dec. 28: Visit Bush Gar-
dens, Cypress Gardens, Singing Tower. Continue
to Orlando and spend 2 nights at Days Inn. Dec.
29: Visit Walt Disney World and spend the day.
Dec. 30: Daytona Beach, check into Holiday Inn
Surfside. Dec. 31: Depart Daytona Beach, visit
Marineland, Spanish Fortress at St. Augustine,
Stephen Foster Memorial at White Springs. Jan.
1: Journey northward through Georgia and into
Tenn. Dinner at the Chattanooga Choo Choo
Dining Room. Overnight Holiday Inn Downtown.
Call Ruth Blackwood
Tour Representative
753-2827 after 5 p.m. or write 203 S. 8th, Murray,
Ky.
Tired of noisy neighbors? Want to find a place to
get away from it all? Then let us show you this
recently built frame home on Whiskey Ridge. It
sits on a one acre lot and has 2 1:1R'iL, 1 bath and a
half basement. It also features a Franklin
fireplace to add to the rustic atmosphere. If you
have a VA eligibility or Farmers Home Com-
mitment, give us a call. This home should
qualify. Reduced $4,000 to $17,500.
Leave the City Behind!!! and the traffic & the
hustle & bustle and go to the country. We have 3
choice parcels of land, good building location,
can be bought separately or as a package and at
a discount. Beautiful view and lots of trees. Near
Cherry Corner.
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION!!! Move in with
delivery of deed! This lovely 3 BR, 142 bath home
is located in one of Murray's nicest neigh-
borhoods and is 'within walking distance of
Murray High School. It also features a chain link
fence to help protect the little ones. You'll also
find young producing apple, Peach, and plum
trees for your homemade pies and jellies. This
home has a well thought out floor plan for your
enjoyment. No appointment necessary. Just c911
when you want to see the home. Offered at Ifly
$39,900.
Looking for that spacious country feeling? 'kis
sharp 3 BR brick home offers just that. It's
located 3'2 miles west of Murray and just off
Hwy. 94. The attractively landscaped lot is a
spacious 125 x ns. The homes built out of the
quality of materials you can't get today and the
house is in super A-1 condition. The home is
available for immediate possession and no ap-
pointment is necessary to see the house. Just call
and we'll pick you up.
ATTENTION FIX-ER-UPPERS! !! Here's that
old house to challenge your creative abilities. It
comes with 4 acres and 420' of road frontage, a
good well and a septic tank. It'll take some work
but it's offered at only $12,500. It's located on
Hwy. 464 between Alrno Heights and Kirksey.
Tpe old homeplace is a gorgeous site. Buy it and
fix it up!! !
Just listed. Good producing bottom land farm
with a total of 48 acres. Approximately 36 are
tendable. If your looking for production' land in
the Coldwater community this is it. There's not
much land offered at $700 per acre and this
shouldn't last long so hurry up and give us a
call!!!
CHOICE BUILDING LOTS located north of
Murray and just off 641 in Candlelite Estates.
Candlelite Estates is developing as a $40,000 to
$70,000 area and we have 4 good lots. Three are
priced at $3,100 and one at $3600. City water is
available for the hookup fee. Be first and have
your choice. Call now!
Walk to the lake froni this rustic home in Lake
Forrest Subdivision. You'll" enjoy the heavily
wooded lot from the first floor patio orthe deck
off the 2nd floor master bedroom. There's a
Franklin fireprace to knock the chill off in the
living room. The kitchen features a cooking
island and lots of cabinet space and the adjoining
dining area is suitable for large gatherings. If
you're looking for the ideal year around home at
Ky. Lake give us a call‘This could be the home
you've been looking for.
JOHN SMITH, REALTOR
Vitnige Center, US 641 N. ,
Phone 753-7411 Anytime
OR
Ron Talent 753-7411 Cynthia Gamble 759-1196
1 .inda McKinney 753-8567
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Nine new faculty members
and a new sergeant major in
the Department of Military
Science make up the new
faces in the College of
Industry and Technology at
Murray State University for
the 1978-79 school year.
Five are joining the
Department of Industrial
Education of which Dr. Paul
Lyons is the chairman, and
four are in the Department
of Engineering Technology
of which James G.
Weatherly is chairman.
They are: Dr. Frank W.
Adelman, Dr. Paul R.
McNeary, Dr. Howard J.
Sorensen, Steven H. Sewell
and Mrs. Vicki Shell in the
Department of Industrial
Education, and William C.
McLean, Jr., Robert C.
Cummins, John D. McLaren,








for the elderly in the
Jackson Purchase. It
is designed to help
older persons remain
in their own homes as





1. Are age 60 or
older. AND
2. Need services to



















who has retired, is Sergeant
Major Elvis Green. a 19-
year armored veteran and a
recent graduate of the
Sergeant Major Academy at
Ft: Bliss, Tex. Sergeant
Green has served three
tours of duty in Europe, one
in Vietnam as well as three
in the states.
A native of Wilkes-Barre,
Pa., Adelman earned his
undergraduate degree at
Arkansas A & M at Mon-
ticello, and both the
master's and doctorate at
the University of Arkansas
.at Fayetteville. He becomes
coordinator of vocational-




earned two degrees at
Northern State College,
Aberdeen, and the doctorate
at Oklahoma State









Sorensen, who will be
working primarily with
industrial arts education and
manufacturing engineering
technology majors, comes
from Salt Lake City, Utah.
He earned the B.S. degree
at the University of Utah,
his master's at Brigham
Young University. and the
doctorate at the University
of Missouri. His experience
includes teaching at both




--. Sewell. formerly of St.
Lows, Mo., will be working
with students majoring in
Free For The Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
•
ON THE GULF OF MEXICO•
FORT WALTON BEACH, FLORIDA
6—Directly on the Gulf of Mexico • Over 600 feet ofilean,
white, uncrowded beach • Spacious, well appointed units con-
tain living room, bedroom, completely equipped kitchens and
bath • Two large, fresh water pools and two wading pools
• Restaurant and lounge (nitely entertainment) • Game room
for the kids • Weekly rates if stay is fire days or longer • Golf,
41 tennis, amusement park and other attractions !ust minutes
away by car
LLAGE
P.O. Box 1 109
860 Scallop Court
Fort Walton Beach, Florida 32548











Extra Ingredients 30t Each
.Dr. Howard J. Sorensen
Dr. Frank W. Adelman
Sgt. Maj. Elvis Green
William C. McLean, Jr.
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industrial arts education and
manufacturing engineering
technology. He. holds two
degrees from Northeast
Missouri State College, and
is completing the disser-
tation for the doctorate at
the University of Northern
Colorado, Golden.
A native of Murray, Mrs.
Shell will be involved in
training research work in
the areas of mining and
mining-related occupations.
She holds two degrees from
Murray State, and expects
to complete reqqirerpents for
her doctoral degree at Ohio
State University in
December of this year.
McLean earned his un-
dergraduate and two
master's degrees at the
University of Tennessee. He
comes to Murray from
Lewisburg, Tenn., where he
was a design engineer with
a private firm with
responsibilities for feasibility
studies in microprocessor-
based test equipment. He
will be teaching in digital
electronics and micro-
processors at Murray State.
A native of Paducah,
Cummins will be working
with students pursuing
degrees in civil engineering
technology and construction
technology. He holds the
civil engineering degree
from the University of
Kentucky, is a registered
professional engineer in
Kentucky and currently is
completing requirements for
registration as a land sur-
veyor.
McLaren attended the
University of Kentucky and
the University of Houston
before earning both his
undergraduate and master's
degrees at Murray State.
Experienced in electronics
and computer systems, he
will be teaching in the same
area as McLean.
Kahn comes to the campus
from Western Wyoming
College, Rock Springs, Wyo.,
*here he was an assistant
professof of engineering and
engineering technology. A
native of India, he earned
his undergraduate degree in
mechanical engineering at
the University of Poona in
his native country in 1972,
and the master's degree at
Ohio State in 1976. At







sponsored by the Paris-
Henry County Jaycees, will
be held at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 23, at the
Henry County Fairgrounds.
Prizes in the amount of
$voo will be awarded.
Admission will be $3 for
adults and $1 for children
under 12. Proceeds will be
donated to the Henry County
High School football stadium
lighting fund.
The entry fee is $10 for
the first 50 entrants. Entry
forms for the event are
available at McCuiston Shell
Station in Murray or l3N
calling or writing Randy
Prince, Route 1, Pans,
Tenn. 38242, (901i 642-8062.
Monday thru Friday
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